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Health, beauty and well-being

2019 is a special year: Beurer is celebrating its 100th anniversary!

We want you
to feel great!

In 1919, with just two sewing machines and the idea of producing

Take control of your
health, fitness and
well-being.

foundations for what has now become a successful global

electric heat pads to keep warm during the colder months, the
married couple from Ulm, Käthe and Eugen Beurer, laid the
enterprise.
These days, the Beurer range has expanded to include 5 product
categories with more than 500 different products in total – all of
which have one purpose: health and well-being.
Our medical products make it easy for you to keep an eye on your
health in terms of prevention and diagnosis. Our weight and
diagnosis products and therapy massagers make it easier for you
to feel great every day. Activity trackers and heart rate monitors
will support your sporty lifestyle day-to-day. With professional
equipment for your beauty regime, your body and mind will shine.
With the babycare range, you can feel more reassured with the
new addition to your family in the first few years. Finally, with our
“Connect” products, you also have the option of comprehensive
health monitoring at home or on the go.
We take up the latest trends and listen carefully to our customers.
Through collaboration with high-profile institutes, partners and
consultants, we provide you with state-of-the-art solutions.
See for yourself – our innovations provide you with even more
options to live your life as you want to. We are a full-range supplier
that can meet your needs – from low-priced, entry-level models
to high-end products.
Here’s to another 100 years of exciting products!

Flexible heating
HK 70 - Back rest with heat
HK 125 Cosy – Heat pad
HK 54 Cosy – Heat pad
HK 48 Cosy – Heat pad
HK 49 Cosy – Abdominal and back heat pad
HK 35 – Heat pad
HK 25 – Heat pad
FW 20 – Foot warmer
CC 50 – Heated cosy cape
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Weight
BF 720 – Diagnostic bathroom scale
GS 215 Boats – Glass bathroom scale
GS 340 XXL – Glass bathroom scale
GS 215 Relax – Glass bathroom scale
GS 400 – Glass bathroom scale
GS 405 – Stainless steel bathroom scale
GS 410 – Glass bathroom scale
BF 400 – Diagnostic bathroom scale
BF 410 – Diagnostic bathroom scale
KS 26 – Kitchen scales
KS 34 XL Stainless Steel – Kitchen scale
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Nutrition
DM 20 – Hydration manager
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Air and aroma
maremed® MK 500 - Sea air simulator
LR 310 – Air purifier
LB 45 – Air humidifier
LA 40 – Aroma diffuser
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Sleep and rest
SL 40 – Snore belt
SL 15 DreamSound – Sleeping aid with sound
SL 10 DreamLight – Sleeping aid with light
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Light therapy
TL 45 Perfect Day – Daylight therapy lamp
TL 41 Touch – Daylight therapy lamp
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Relaxation and massage
MG 280 – Yoga & stretch mat
MG 153 – 4D neck massager
MG 135 – Shiatsu massage cushion
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PhysioLine
PC 100 PostureControl - Back trainer
MG 10 – Vibrating massage ball
FM 150 Pro – Vein trainer
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Blood pressure
BM 51 easyClip – Upper arm blood pressure monitor
BC 54 Bluetooth® – Wrist blood pressure monitor
BM 93 - Blood pressure monitor with ECG function
Steam vaporiser and hearing amplifiers
SI 40 – Steam vaporiser
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TENS/EMS electrostimulation
EM 70 Wireless – TENS/EMS with remote control
53
EM 59 Heat – Digital TENS/EMS with heating function 54
EM 26 – Shoulder TENS
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FaceCare and BodyCare
BS 45 – Illuminated cosmetics mirror
FC 25 – Body brush
cellulite releaZer compact
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HairCare
HS 20 – Cordless hair straightener
HT 62 – Curler
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BarbersCorner
HR 8000 – Rotary shaver
HR 7000 – Foil shaver
HR 6000 – Body groomer
HR 5000 – Hair clipper
HR 4000 – Beard styler
HR 2000 – Precision trimmer
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Baby and child
BY 110 – Video babyphone
NA 20 – Nasal aspirator
IH 58 Kids – Nebuliser
IH 26 Kids – Nebuliser
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Sport and activity
AS 99 Pulse Bluetooth® – Activity sensor
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EMS – Electrical muscle stimulation
EM 22 – Muscle Booster
EM 95 Bluetooth® – Muscle stimulation device
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Your life, your app
You can determine just how much control, coaching
and help you need when exercising or caring for
your children. We provide you with devices and the
corresponding apps to enable you to plan your
day-to-day life as you wish.

The right app
for every lifestyle
Tailored tools and applications.
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Top topic: Beurer apps
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beurer CalmDown
Use the stress releaZer to put
your stresses behind you even
faster.
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beurer EMS HomeStudio
Download your home fitness
studio and personal EMS coach
onto your smartphone/tablet.
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beurer FreshHome
Put an end to bad air by
controlling your indoor
environment.
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beurer BabyCare
Gather information about your
baby, thereby keeping an eye
on their development.
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beurer HealthManager
Record vital signs and health
statistics, and send them to
your doctor for example.
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beurer BodyShape
Achieve your target weight.
Measure your level of activity
and maintain a balanced diet.
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beurer SleepExpert
Measure your sleep behaviour
to detect any causes of sleep
disturbances.
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beurer CareCam
Monitor your baby's sleep,
elderly people or rooms very
easily from your smartphone.
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beurer CosyNight
Preheat your underblanket
with ease, even while you are
out of the house.
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beurer CardioExpert
Monitor and measure your
blood pressure and heart
rhythm with accuracy.
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beurer SleepQuiet
Accurate snoring analyses
helps you to reduce snoring.
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beurer FreshRoom
Create a comfortable environment through humidity control
and long-term monitoring.
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beurer MyIPL
Supports you with long-term
and professional IPL hair removal.
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beurer LightUp
Start the day gently with
a wake up light or daylight
therapy lamp.
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NEW

Beurer apps for all situations in life

beurer PainAway

They monitor your health or control devices

The medication-free pain therapy (TENS)

and functions for you in a smart way.

sends electrical impulses through the

The state-of-the-art Beurer apps are helpful and

skin to stimulate the nerves.

convenient guides for everyday life. Wherever you
see “beurer connect”, there is a clever app or handy
PC program for your Beurer product. The apps
are free to download from the Apple App Store
or Google Play.
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HealthManager
system

Blood pressure
measurement

Because your health is
your most valuable asset.

Blood glucose
measurement

Activity
and sleep
tracking

The "beurer HealthManager" app – a complete system
for monitoring your health
Health management at home. Prevention,

Check and exchange your personal health data.

diagnosis and monitoring – nowadays, this is

Any time. Anywhere. With TÜV-certified data

the norm and forms part of a lifestyle in which

security*.

you take responsibility for your own health.
The specially developed HealthManager system is

Your measured values for each category are

the perfect addition to your healthcare products.

displayed in a clear and informative manner.
Progress graphs and tables with measured values

The “beurer HealthManager” app – a truly

give you a quick and convenient overview of your

modern health management system. Modern,

values. This makes managing mobile health data

innovative, easy to use. You can also share your

fun – at any time, from anywhere. In addition, the

measurements when and with whom you want

data in the HealthManager system can be easily

using the sharing function.

synchronised.

* tested online application
Beurer HealthManager Cloud
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Top topic: HealthManager system

Weight and
BIA analysis

Measurement
of oxygen
saturation

NEW

Drinking pattern

Temperature
measurement

The free app allows you to manage
data from a whole host of products.
All information is available at a glance
thanks to the clear, customisable
cockpit.
Blood pressure, blood glucose, weight,
oxygen saturation, activity, sleep,
temperature and drinking pattern.

7

Flexible
heating

WE LOVE HEAT
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wellbeing

Flexible heating

Your back will thank you for it.
The back rest with heat function is a multi-functional 2-in-1 device: use the pad while seated to provide support
for your back, and simply activate the soothing heat function as and when you need it.

With
HK 70

At home or at work

Heat +
nomically shaped produ
o
g
r
e
ct

Without
HK 70

For an ergonomic sitting
posture and heat – at work,
at home, or in the car.

or when on the go in the car.

Securely attached
Practical and easy
to attach using hook
and loop fasteners.

HK 70 Back rest with heat
· Universal attachment with 2 hook and loop fasteners
at the side
· Simple single-button operation
· Incl. vehicle accessories
· Item no. 214.33
· Page 80
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Heat right where you need it.
The Beurer heat products radiate pleasant
and comforting heat, right where you need
it most. Our tried-and-tested technology is
now available in new colours and designs.

New colours,
modern designs
Ultra cosy and
snuggly in XXL
format.

HK 125 Cosy – Heat pad
· Extra-large XXL format: 60 x 40 cm
· Machine-washable up to 30°C
· 6 illuminated temperature settings
· Item no. 274.13
· Page 79
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Flexible heating

HK 54 Cosy – Heat pad
· Size approx. 56 x 52 cm

· Machine-washable up to 30°C
· 3 illuminated temperature settings
· Item no. 216.16
· Page 79

Soothing heat for
shoulders and neck.

All-round
heat pad
Lovely design,
soft, warm
and cosy.
HK 48 Cosy – Heat pad
· Size approx. 40 x 30 cm
· Machine-washable up to 30°C
(cover with integrated heating pad)
· 3 illuminated temperature settings
· Item no. 275.01
· Page 78

HK 49 Cosy – Abdominal
and back heat pad
· Size: approx. 69 x 28 cm
· Machine-washable up to 30°C
· 3 illuminated temperature settings
· Item no. 213.14
· Page 79
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Flexible heating

Favourite designs
Also perfect for
your sofa.

HK 35 – Heat pad
· Size approx. 40 x 30 cm

All with ergonomic control switch
Making it easy to control the temperature.

· Textile cover machine-washable up
to 30°C
· 3 illuminated temperature settings
· Item no. 260.02
· Page 78

HK 25 – Heat pad
· Size: approx. 40 x 30 cm
· Cotton cover machine-washable up
to 40°C
· 3 illuminated temperature settings
· Item no. 255.02
· Page 78
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wellbeing

FW 20 – Foot warmer
· Size approx. 32 x 26 x 26 cm
· Fleece lining removable and washable
· 3 illuminated temperature settings
· Item no. 531.06
· Page 80

CC 50 – Heated cosy cape
· Large size approx. 145 x 100 cm
· Machine-washable up to 30°C
· 6 temperature settings
· Item no. 420.04
· Page 81
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Weight

IN BALANCE
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wellbeing

Weight

Reach your ideal weight with ease.
The BF 720 Connect scale provides you not only with weight
information and water, muscle and fat data, but also plenty of
additional information on your body’s balance. All of the values

BMI
IMC

can be documented using the “beurer HealthManager” app.
AMR
BMR

Keep track of weight
and many other health
statistics.

3 sensor buttons.
Fully functional without
the app, as well.

BF 720 – Diagnostic bathroom scale
· Includes 3 sensor buttons for use without the app,
as well
· Simplified connection to the app
· Overview of all values, even over the long term
· Item no. 749.38 (available from December 2019)
· Page 81
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Form follows function – attractive
design in XXL format with many extra
features.
Pure elegance in brilliant white, or experience a true
holiday feeling at home – Beurer has the right personal
bathroom scale to suit anyone’s taste.

Highly
elaborate
design

Magical
and exquisite
A relaxing holiday
atmosphere at
home – GS 215
with magic display.

GS 215 Boats – Glass bathroom scale
· Magical and exquisite: a relaxing holiday
atmosphere at home
· Magic LED: invisible display – only appears during
measurement
· Item no. 757.35 (available from October 2019)
· Page 82
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Weight

tare

Extra-high weight capacity.
Extra-large digits.
Extra-large standing surface.
Practical tare function.

GS 340 XXL – Glass bathroom scale
· Illuminated XXL display for optimum readability
· Large standing surface with landscape format made
from extra-strong 8-mm super-white safety glass
· Extra-high weight capacity of up to 200 kg
· With practical tare weighing function – ideal
for weighing babies, pets, luggage, etc.
· Item no. 756.03
· Page 82

GS 215 Relax – Glass bathroom scale
· Magical and exquisite: a relaxing feel-good
atmosphere for your home
· Magic LED: invisible display – only appears during
measurement
· Item no. 757.36 (available from October 2019)
· Page 82
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SignatureLine. Elegant design
with illuminated XXL display.
Weight and diagnostic measurements, 2 sizes,
3 finishes: 9 models with extra-high weight capacity
of up to 200 kg and illuminated XXL display in
unmistakable SignatureLine look.

available from November 2019

31
c

m

c
31

m

GS 400 – Glass bathroom scale

GS 405 – Stainless steel scale

· Large standing surface made from
ultra-white/ultra-black safety glass

· Extra-large standing surface with
high-quality stainless steel surface

· XL display 35 mm
· Black Item no. 735.78

· Anti-fingerprint: coated,
easy-to-clean surface

· White Item no. 735.79

· Item no. 735.82

· Page 83

· Page 83

GS 410 – Glass bathroom scale
· Particularly large standing surface made
from ultra-white/ultra-black safety glass
35

cm

30

cm

· XXL display 45 mm
· Black Item no. 735.76
· White Item no. 735.77
· Page 84
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BMI
IMC

wellbeing

Weight
AMR
BMR

Simply perfect – an overview
of analysis values at all times.

31
c

m

BF 400 – Diagnostic
bathroom scale
· Large standing surface made from
ultra-white/ultra-black safety glass
· Black Item no. 735.74
· White Item no. 735.75
· Page 84

35

cm

BF 410 –
Diagnostic bathroom scale
· Particularly large standing surface made
from ultra-white/ultra-black safety glass
· Black Item no. 735.72
· White Item no. 735.73
· Page 85
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Kitchen scales
and nutrition

KITCHEN AIDS

20

wellbeing

Kitchen scales

Modern kitchen scales make everyday life easier.
With practical glass weighing surface or modern stainless steel surface –
they will ensure that your delicious dishes, baked goods and healthy
smoothies will always be a resounding success.

XL stainless steel design
Aid with 15 kg
weight capacity.

KS 34 XL Stainless Steel –
Kitchen scale
· Stainless steel kitchen scale with
extra-high weight capacity (15 kg)
· Magic LED: invisible display – only
appears during measurement
· With hold function: weight displayed
even after weighing
· Item no. 703.12
· Page 86

KS 26 – Kitchen scale
· With large glass weighing surface
· Easy-to-clean glass surface
· Illuminated display
· 5 kg weight capacity
· Item no. 704.29
· Page 86
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Nutrition

Smart hydration
monitoring
The Hydration
manager reminds
you when to drink
water.
Small, lightweight and compact for
the office, at home and when travelling
Why not take it with you – the smart Hydration manager
for any time and any place.

22

wellbeing

Nutrition

Water – essential to life.
Water accounts for at least 50 – 60% of an adult human’s normal weight. In new born babies, this can even go
up to 75%*. Those who drink the right amount of water feel more refreshed and generally better in themselves.
However, unfortunately it isn’t all that simple. Who doesn't forget to drink enough water every now and then?
The intelligent DM 20 Hydration manager accompanies you
throughout the day, records your complete drinking pattern
with the “beurer HealthManager” app and reminds you
on a regular basis when to take in fluids.

Not to worry! It’s large enough
for any drinking vessel!

Coloured LED display
Reminder function: the device
keeps track, so you can relax.

DM 20 – Hydration manager
· For measuring, analysing and improving daily
fluid intake
· Records your drinking pattern
· Suitable for different vessels
· Includes a personalised hydration diary in the app
· Item no. 703.68 (available from November 2019)
· Page 87

* UGB (German independent health advice associations),
Dietician (Dipl. oec. troph.) Beate Ebbers “Durst - rechtzeitig nachtanken”
[“Thirst – replenish yourself at the right time”]
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Air and
aroma

BRINGING THE SEA AIR
INTO YOUR HOME

24

wellbeing

Air and aroma
maremed® – breathe easy like at the seaside
The new patented maremed® Sea air simulator is Beurer’s first product for bringing soothing sea air to the
comfort of your own home. Breathe in deeply and feel the power of the sea soothing and relieving your airways.

The maremed® Sea air simulator
replicates the biodynamics of the
seaside.

The patented
technology that
creates a seaside
climate just like
in nature.

+

25

Air and aroma

maremed®: unique patented sea air simulator
The innovative maremed® Sea air simulator is powered by intelligent filter technology and the addition
of exclusively produced special sea salt from natural sources. maremed® can improve breathing intensity
and general well-being. It humidifies the airways in a natural way, helps to relieve asthmatic symptoms
and promotes restful sleep.

Use the power of
the sea at home
Up to 65 precious minerals and

trace elements clear the airways.

+
maremed® MK 500 Sea air simulator
· Innovative, globally patented technology
for creating an authentic sea air environment
· Item no. 681.19 (available from January 2020)
· Page 88
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Air and aroma

Perfect for day and night
- Natural humidification for healthy airways without vapour formation or salt deposits
- The night mode enriches the ambient air with ultra-quiet operation while the control panel is switched off,
even when you are asleep
- Suitable for room sizes of up to 50 m² and, due to its minimalistic design, is easy to clean without the need
for chemical additives
- Eliminates >99% of bacteria, viruses and other germs through UVC rays

Better air quality
Air cleaning, mineralisation, sterilisation,
ionisation and air humidification in one
device

Ease of use
Device is operated via the LCD display
with a sensor touch button

Versatile
A 6-litre water tank with automatic switch-off
function and the large air outlet make maremed®
extremely versatile

Water tank is filled with sea salt
The air is ionised by

Filters provide pre

1

air cleaning
v

v

the ioniser and the
produced sea air is
released into the at-

5

mosphere

Create a sea
air environment
at home in just
5 steps

v
UVC light ensures the
sterilisation process

4

2
v

3

Fan sucks in the air, salt
water circulates and the
air is being mineralised

of the air and the water

v
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Air purifier –
perfect for allergy sufferers.
Now you can finally breathe deeply in your own
home. A three-layered filter system and optional
ultraviolet light for even greater cleaning produce
clean air for your home.

Bad air stays
outside
The filter system
ensures air
purification of the
highest quality.

Clean and fresh air
in your own home.
Pollen, fine dust and other particles don’t stand
a chance. The three-layered filter system with EPA
filter E12 helps to filter up to 99.5% of particles in
the air.
28

LR 310 – Air purifier
· Optional ultraviolet light for even greater
air cleaning
· With automatic function – control adapted
to the ambient air quality
· Item no. 660.08
· Page 90
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Air and aroma

The perfect humidity level.
Targeted air purification at home or at the office.
The Beurer LB 45 humidifies the ambient air
with 2 x 360° misting nozzles throughout every
square inch of the room.

LB 45 – Air humidifier
· Naturally humidifies the air in your home
· Two adjustable 360° misting nozzles
· For rooms of up to 30 m²
· Suitable for aromatic oils
· Item no. 681.07 (available from September 2019)
· Page 91

Ultra-quiet
operation
Ideal for the
bedroom.

Revitalise your home with soothing,
natural aromas
Exquisite bamboo and porcelain materials – the LA 40 Aroma
diffuser will become a treasured possession.

LA 40 – Aroma diffuser
· For a calm and soothing atmosphere at home
· For rooms of up to 20 m²
· Wellness light with colour-changing function
· Item no. 606.26 (available from October 2019)
· Page 91
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Sleep
and rest

DREAM WORLD

30
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Sleep and rest

Restful nights without snoring.
The tried-and-tested electrostimulation technology helps you to change your sleeping position. The SL 40 chest
strap with EMS function produces electrical stimulation when you are lying on your back. This encourages you to
change your sleeping position unconsciously, because you are more likely to snore when on your back.

ZZ
Z
ZZ

Z

Sleeping on your back is one of the

Gentle stimulations encourage you to

main causes of snoring, because in

change position, yet enable you to

this position your bottom jaw and

stay asleep throughout the night.

tongue can fall back and narrow
the throat.

Removable control unit

Impulses vary so you
don’t get used to them

Length can be
adjusted for an
80 – 140 cm
chest circumference

SL 40 – Snore belt
· To prevent snoring that results from lying on your
back
· Electrical stimulation on your back helps you shift
position immediately
· For light to heavy snoring
· Easy to use
· Adjustable impulse intensity

Restful sleep
Undisturbed sleep
for snorers and their
partners.

· Belt hand-washable and adjustable in length
· Battery operated
· Item no. 677.49 (available from January 2020)
· Page 92
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Falling asleep made easy.
With these soothing sleeping aids, you can choose
between relaxing melodies and pulsing light
projections. Light and music help to take your
mind off things, reduce brain activity and fill your
body with peace and tranquillity. We’re sure you’ll
find the right product for you.

Gentle
sleeping aids
Relieve and
reduce the time
it takes you to fall
asleep, without
medication.

SL 15 DreamSound

32

SL 10 DreamLight

· Soothing melodies for relaxation

· Pulsing light projection on the room ceiling

· Select from 4 melodies

· To support a conscious breathing rhythm

· With headphone jack

· Select from 2 breathing techniques

· Item no. 677.66 (available from January 2020)

· Item no. 677.65 (available from January 2020)

· Page 92

· Page 92
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Sleep and rest

The land of dreams is waiting around the corner.
Whether you’re an early bird or a night owl, the quality of our sleep plays an important role in how fit and rested
we feel in our day-to-day lives. With the right tools, sleep quality can be monitored and the environment in which
we fall asleep, sleep through the night and wake up can be improved in a targeted manner.

Our Beurer SleepLine series offers a comprehensive range of products
to promote healthy sleep and active days.

Sleep sensor
SE 80 SleepExpert sleep sensor

NEW

Snoring therapy

Wake up light

SL 40 Snore belt

WL 75 Wake up light

Air and aroma
SL 60 Snore mask

LR 200 Air purifier

HM 55 Thermo hygrometer

SL 70 Snore stopper

LB 37 Air humidifier

Sleeping aids

Underblankets

NEW

SL 15 DreamSound

UB 190 and UB 200 CosyNight

NEW

SL 10 DreamLight

33

Light
therapy

THE PERFECT DAY

34

wellbeing

Light therapy

The ideal illumination system for an active day.
The daylight therapy lamp comes with 3 colour tones to imitate a sunny day and regulate your day-and-night
rhythm. Includes therapy, concentration and relaxation phases. With LED technology for exceptionally bright and
balanced illumination.

TL 45 Perfect Day –
Daylight therapy lamp
· Ideal for the office
· Compact design
· Convenient operation via touch buttons
· Item no. 608.13 (available from January
2020)

· Page 94

Values in Kelvin
<2700-3300 3300-5300

>5300

3300-5300

<2700-3300

The TL 45 Daylight therapy lamp simulates the natural
course of the sun. This makes every day a perfect day.

Your ideal companion for the office
The illumination system supports you whether you’re working or relaxing.

Therapy mode (6500 Kelvin)

Active mode (5000 Kelvin)

Relax mode (3000 Kelvin)

for more energy

for concentration

for unwinding

Easy to use
With single-touch-button
operation

TL 41 Touch –
Daylight therapy lamp
· For well-being in months
with less sunshine
· Ideal for your desk
· Compact design
· Item no. 608.11
(available from February 2020)
· Page 94

35

Relaxation
and massage

ME-TIME

36
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Relaxation and massage

Your yoga regime coach –
stretch and relax your muscles.
Yoga positions and stretches that target your neck,
back and shoulders. Select from different programmes
to create your own bespoke well-being regime.

Keep fit!
Increase your
flexibility.

Select programme and intensity

MG 280 – Yoga & stretch mat

Start your very own yoga retreat

· Versatile mat for stretching your muscles
and for relaxation
· For greater flexibility and agility
· For massaging and stretching your neck,
shoulder and back areas
Heat function

Air pressure

Vibration

· With 7 air chambers that help imitate yoga
and stretching exercises
· Item no. 643.49 (available from December 2019)
· Page 95
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Massage experience like in a studio.
Our new neck massager has 4D massage heads
with hand simulation for relaxing and loosening
muscles. Experience a penetrating kneading
massage at home – as if you were in a massage
studio.

Massage
as if by hand

+

Heat function

Optional heat function
for even greater enjoyment.
Enjoy the feeling of an authentic massage,
just the way you need it. You can regulate
the massage intensity manually using the
handles.

MG 153 – 4D neck massager
· 4D massage heads with hand simulation
for an authentic massage experience
· With removable and washable cover
· Item no. 643.10 (available from December 2019)
· Page 95
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Massage

Versatile application tailored to your needs.

4D – experience
an authentic massage
Bliss after a long day:
you decide where and at which intensity level
You apply the kneading massage plus heat.
Plus point: the convenient control panel.

MG 135 – Shiatsu massage cushion
· Universal cushion shape
· With removable and washable cover
· With light and heat function
· Item no. 644.13 (available from August 2019)
· Page 94

Shiatsu massage
+ heat
Japanese-style
massage cushion for
deep relaxation.

Versatile r
ela
massage fo xing
r your nec
k,
b a ck , s h o u
lders and
legs.
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PhysioLine

REGENERATION

40
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PhysioLine

Targeted application with the beurer PhysioLine.
Regenerate specific muscles and tendons with special devices designed for areas
of the body that are particularly strained. The Beurer PhysioLine was specifically
developed to relieve aches and pains, for example after exercising.

MG 10 Vibrating massage ball
Targeted trigger point massage for
tense muscle groups.

MG 850 Fascia and
deep releaZer

NEW

Achillomed FM 200
Achilles tendon massager

Breaks down fasciae agglutinations

for relieving problems with

more quickly and loosens the

the Achilles tendon.

connective tissue.

PhysioLine
Prevention and
targeted application

NEW

PC 100 PostureControl
back trainer
Posture trainer (clip + app)

FM 250
Vital legs
NEW

for your back health.

EMS circulation stimulator
for feet and calves.

FM 150 Pro
vein trainer
Compression therapy for tired
and swollen legs with thigh cuffs.

41

Dual system –
healthy back.
Clip + app look
after your back
health.

PhysioLine
Your very own coach for
the right manner of sitting.
Many people spend most of the day sitting
down. As a result, it is easy to develop an
unhealthy posture, which can lead to back
problems. But don’t worry. Our posture trainer
will take care of you!

42

PC 100 PostureControl – Back trainer
· Posture trainer can be easily attached to clothing
· For improved back health
· More active and dynamic sitting
· Gentle vibration signal after sitting in one position
for too long
· Item no. 639.50 (available from September 2019)
· Page 96
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PhysioLine

Posture coach for a healthier back.
The innovative PC 100 PostureControl helps you to change unhealthy sitting habits. Active sitting and a playful
movement-based training programme can help to prevent back problems. Small clip, big effect. Why not see
for yourself – your back will thank you!

Benefits of 8sense by Beurer:
– quick & easy to use
– preventative against back problems
– uncovers bad sitting habits
– supports healthy sitting habits
– analyses your posture
– maintains and improves
back health

How the back
trainer works:
1. Attach the clip
to your clothing

2. Care for your back

3. Analysis of your
posture habits

Automatic data transfer via Bluetooth®

Gentle vibrations remind you

Check the app, maintain

after opening the app.

to be active and dynamic.

and improve back health.

During use, your data is transferred
via Bluetooth®.

43

Activation and
regeneration
Special surface
structure helps to
penetrate deep down.

2-in-1 massage and
workout
Targeted trigger point application
for tense muscle groups and fasciae

MG 10 – Vibrating massage ball
· Can relieve fasciae agglutinations and hardness
· Small and practical – ideal for on the go
· Item no. 648.14 (available from December 2019)
· Page 97
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agglutinations.

wellbeing

PhysioLine

Revives tired legs.
The vein trainer revitalises your heavy legs with a penetrating
compression massage. New: cuffs for the thighs provide
additional relief.

Prevention
Prevents varicose veins
and spider veins

Relief
Relieves muscle tension in
the thighs and lower legs

Compression massage
If you have weak or diseased veins, your venous valves will not
close and blood will sink downwards. The compression massage
generates pressure, which restores the function of the venous
valves. Blood flow to the heart can also be stimulated.

Venous valves

Venous valves

closed

open

FM 150 Pro – Vein trainer
· Improves venous blood circulation by restoring
venous valve function
· Item no. 643.27 (available from November 2019)
· Page 97
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Blood
pressure

ACCURATE &
RELIABLE
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Blood pressure

easyClip – an innovative kind of cuff.
Elderly people in particular often have difficulties in putting the blood pressure cuff on the upper arm in the
correct manner. Our innovative easyClip cuff can be put on with just one hand, which makes taking measurements even easier, quicker and more convenient.

1.

2.

medical

clip & start
3.

Clip the cuff on to your upper

...close the hook and loop

...and you’re all set to measure your

arm with just one hand...

fastener, ensuring a snug fit...

blood pressure on your upper arm.

easyClip cuff
Suitable for
upper arm
circumferences
of 22-42 cm

BM 51 easyClip – Upper arm blood pressure monitor
· Innovative easyClip cuff (22-42 cm): cuff is easy to attach with just one hand
· Inflation technology: fast and convenient measurement that starts whilst
the cuff is inflating
· White illuminated, easy-to-read XL display
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· Item no. 652.04 (available from January 2020)
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· Reliable measurements recognised by the
European Society of Hypertension (ESH)
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Modern data management.
Your measurements are transferred
to the mobile device via Bluetooth® or
USB. The “beurer HealthManager”
app helps you to maintain a clear
overview of your measurements.
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Technically identical
to TMB-988
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Convenient:
inflation
technology
Fast measurement
whilst the
cuff is inflating.

ll y

BC 54 Bluetooth® –
Wrist blood pressure monitor
· With Bluetooth® for transfer of
measured values to your smartphone
· Inflation technology: fast and convenient
measurement that starts whilst the cuff
is inflating
· Item no. 650.54
(available from December 2019)
· Page 98
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Black display:
clear and easy
to read

Blood pressure

Blood pressure measurement and heart welfare
with one device.
With our new multi-functional BM 93 device, you can keep your heart health in
check. As well as the fully automatic blood pressure and pulse measurement on
your upper arm, you can also record your heart rhythm using just your fingertips.

AFib detection
Detect atrial fibrillations at
an early stage using blood
pressure measurement

Blood pressure
measurement
Optimum monitoring of
your blood pressure
Universal cuff – also suitable
for larger upper arm
circumferences up to 42 cm

AFib detection
Atrial fibrillation (AFib) is the most
commonly occurring form of heart
arrhythmia1), which could ultimately
lead to a stroke. As symptoms
don’t always appear immediately,
regular monitoring can be crucial.
Our intelligent algorithm can tell from
the blood pressure measurement
whether any AFib is present, thus
helping to lower your risk of a stroke.

ECG function
Optimal recording of
your heart rhythm
Measurements are quick and easy. Just
place your fingers on the electrodes

BM 93 – Blood pressure monitor with ECG function
· Simplified ECG measurement
· Optimum monitoring of blood pressure
and heart rhythm via the app
· With Bluetooth® for transfer of measured values
to your smartphone
· Enhanced arrhythmia detection
· Item no. 652.29
(available from February 2020)
· Page 98
1)

Source: Deutsche Herzstiftung (German Heart Foundation)
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medical

Very easy and reliable – just the way medical devices should be these days.

Steam
vaporiser
and hearing
amplifiers

SMALL EVERYDAY
ASSISTANTS

50

Steam vaporiser and hearing amplifiers

Steam vaporiser for clear airways.
The ultra-quiet SI 40 Steam vaporiser is suitable for liquids including table salt solutions and essential oils.
The nebulisation performance is adjustable by means of a slider control, so you can tailor the application to your

medical

exact needs.

SI 40 – Steam vaporiser
· Simple, one-button operation
· Safe to use
· Effective application due
to constant temperature
· Mains operation
· Item no. 301.32

Soothing during
the colder months.
For use on mouth,
nose and throat.

· Page 100

Ultra quiet

Nebulisation
Liquids such as table salt solutions
and essential oils

Incl. flexible universal mask
for the mouth and nose

Little helpers for your ears
Hearing amplifiers by Beurer are your ideal companions if you are hard of
hearing. We have added many new designs to our range. We will be presenting our entire range at Medica.
HA 85 Pair Digital hearing amplifiers
· Page 102
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TENS/EMS
electrostimulation

TRIED-AND-TESTED
THERAPY

52

Electrostimulation

Electrostimulation
Electrostimulation is a tried-and-tested form of self-therapy without medication.
Its operating principle is based on the imitation of impulses in our bodies, which
are transferred through the skin to nerve and muscle fibres via electrodes.

Muscle stimulation

medical

Pain relief

Relaxation

Pain relief for joint and back problems

Supportive training and
regeneration after exercising

1 controller
Removable, versatile application

4 electrodes
1 x large, 1 x medium and 2 small electrodes
included

TENS/EMS
electrostimulation

+
app

EM 70 Wireless –
TENS/EMS with remote control
· Pain therapy (TENS)
· Muscle stimulation (EMS)
· Relaxation and massage
· 19 programmes, 1 adjustable channel
· 1 remote control
· Incl. electrode expansion
· Item no. 648.21 (available from February 2020)
· Page 107
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Medication-free pain relief.
The tried-and-tested electrostimulation
self-therapy is an effective way of relieving pain,
without having to take medication.

TENS/EMS
electrostimulation

+

+

heat function
Pain relief, relaxation,
massage and heat

2 power settings
70 programmes
50 intensity levels

EM 59 Heat – Digital TENS/EMS
with heating function
· Pain therapy (TENS)
· Muscle stimulation (EMS)
· Heat function
· Relaxation and massage
· Electrode positioning indicator
· Item no. 646.63
(available from February 2020)
· Page 106
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Electrostimulation

Relieve menstrual pain without medication.
The combination of TENS electrostimulation and soothing heat relieves menstrual pain and pain caused

Works fast

Comfortable & discrete

Secure fit

Full effect of heat after

Comfortable and ergonomic –

Nothing slips out of place thanks

just a short time

wear under clothing

to exchangeable gel pads

medical

by endometriosis. Discrete under clothing, reusable, and for use at home or on the go.

TENS + heat

EM 50 – Menstrual relax
· Battery-operated, without bothersome
cables
· Heat and TENS can be selected
separately
· Item no. 648.54
(available from February 2020)
· Page 106

TENS cuffs: pain relief
The EM 26 is a new addition to our range of cuffs, ideal
for treating aches and pains in the shoulder area.

EM 26 – Shoulder TENS
· Pain therapy (TENS)
· Wear-free water contact
electrodes, easy application
· Item no. 646.61
(available from January 2020)
· Page 105
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FaceCare
and
BodyCare

SAY CHEESE
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FaceCare

Radiant beauty. Beurer FaceCare product range.
Beurer offers a combined care and treatment programme for healthy,
silky-smooth skin.
Tip: deep cleansing really helps to make your skin glow. Daily cleansing
not only removes make-up residue, but also other dirt particles. The
Beurer FaceCare range has the right cleansing and care products for

beauty

every skin type – it means that looking in the mirror becomes a delight.

An electric Beurer facial brush cleanses much more thoroughly
than manual cleansing. For all skin types!

Avoid the sensitive area around
the eyes and cleanse with care.

Illuminated cosmetics mirror
with extra magnification

Extra magnetic mirror
with 5x magnification

5x

Touch sensor for stepless
illumination intensity control

For perfect
make-up and
deep cleansing.

BS 45 – Illuminated cosmetics mirror
· With practical storage tray
· Item no. 584.04
· Page 109
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Feel good in your skin.
Smooth, beautiful and fine-pore skin thanks to
gentle massage and deep cleansing. For noticeably
softer skin.

Waterproof
electric body brush
Very easy to use
in the shower.
Cleansing and soft
massage for silkysmooth skin

FC 25 – Body brush
· Deep cleansing for noticeably
soft and radiant skin
· Item no. 605.11
(available from Februar 2020)
· Page 108
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Rotation with two
speed settings

BodyCare

Comfortable: the
ergonomic design
makes it easy to use

Two different brush
attachments for
deep cleansing

Compact and effective – anti-cellulite massage.
Visibly reduces bothersome dimples where they are not
wanted. Just use daily in the shower and you’ll start seeing

beauty

the results in no time.

For noticeably smooth and
firm skin with toned curves.

cellulite releaZer compact
· Anti-cellulite massage
· Reduces cellulite – scientifically proven*
· Vibration massage for deep-tissue toning
· Item no. 590.05 (available from December 2019)
· Page 108

Ergonomically shaped and compact
rod length for ease of use

40 cm
*Scientific study, 38 women, Institut proDERM Schenefeld/Hamburg, study no. 18.0090-53
*At intensity level 3
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HairCare

STYLE & FEEL GOOD
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HairCare

Hairstyling and optimum care just the way you like it.
Be your own stylist with the Beurer StylePro professional haircare range.
Wild curls, natural waves or seductively smooth hair – you can conjure up

Cordless, compact and
ideal for when travelling

HS 20 – Cordless hair straightener
· Battery operation and cordless – the perfect travel
companion
· Ceramic and tourmaline-coated hot plates to protect the hair
· Item no. 593.31 (available from December 2019)
· Page 109

Salon-like curls
Ceramic keratin
coated to protect
your hair.
HT 62 – Curler
· Professional curler, 25-38 mm, with conical heating
element for styling soft, shiny curls
· Ceramic and keratin coated to protect your hair
· Incl. heat-resistant protective glove
· Item no. 593.32 (available from March 2020)
· Page 109
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beauty

the look you want based on how you feel.

BODY & BEARD

62

BarbersCorner

The stylish barber for home use.
With the professional products from Beurer’s BarbersCorner range, you can
spare yourself a trip to the salon. Whatever you need to create your ideal
groomed look, you’ll find it in our new HairRemoval range. Professional beard
and body care from a single source, in the comfort of your own home.

3 spring-loaded
dual-ring shaver heads

beauty

Optimum
contour fitting

In vogue:
sideburns
2-in-1 beard
and sideburns
styler included.

LED display shows battery life,
travel lock and charge progress.

100%
+ Pop-up
contour
trimmer

HR 8000 – Rotary shaver
· Precision cutting system with 3 spring-loaded dual-ring
shaver heads
· Item no. 580.09 (available from December 2019)
· Page 111
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Always ready to use.
You can continue using all of the battery-operated
products in our BarbersCorner range with mains
operation if the battery dies.

Trimmed down
to the last hair.
Extendable precision
trimmer for ultimate
precision.

HR 7000 – Foil shaver
· High-quality triple-blade shaving system
with extendable precision trimmer

Waterproof, of course

· Item no. 580.07
(available from January 2020)

The HR 8000, HR 7000, HR 6000 and

· Page 111

HR 5000 devices are waterproof in
accordance with the IPX6 standard –
for worry-free application.
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BarbersCorner

All-rounder for face and body.
The HR 6000 Body groomer is the perfect all-round
device for removing hair from any part of your body.

Maximum comfort – flexible, doublesided stainless steel razor blade

STAINLESS
STEEL
BLADE

No replacement
blades necessary,
as the blades are
self-sharpening.

beauty

Rotating adjustable
attachment for turbo
efficiency
13 different trim
lengths for face
and body from 1
guard.

LED display shows battery life,
travel lock and charge progress.

100%

HR 6000 – Body groomer
· Versatile double-sided stainless steel shaving blade
for maximum comfort
· Length-adjustable rotating attachment with
13 different trim lengths for face and body
· Item no. 580.05 (available from December 2019)
· Page 111
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BarberShop

Cool: chrome LED display.
In the BarbersCorner range, it isn’t just the
functions that are professional. The trendy blend
of materials and LED displays exude pure style.

Professional hair
clipping at home
Individually
adjustable cutting
lengths and
5-step precision
adjustment.

Integrated thinning
function

With accessories

HR 5000 – Hair clipper
· Professional hair-clipping set

Maximum skin care
Thanks to the high-quality stainless steel
blade with titanium coating.
66

TITANIUM
BLADE

· 11 different clip lengths thanks to
2 length-adjustable comb attachments
· Item no. 580.03
(available from December 2019)
· Page 110

BarbersCorner

Precision trimming for a groomed beard.
Use the attachments for the HR 4000 Beard styler to get your
beard into shape, quickly and professionally.

The ultimate beard styling device
TITANIUM

Maximum skin care thanks
to the stainless steel blade
with titanium coating

BLADE

beauty

HR 4000 – Beard styler
· Precise beard styles thanks to various length
settings and additional precision attachment
with slim titanium contour blade
· Item no. 580.01 (available from December 2019)
· Page 110

STAINLESS
STEEL

BLADE

Adjust and trim your eyebrows, nose
and ear hair with skill.

Vertical stainless
steel blade

HR 2000 – Precision trimmer
· High-quality vertical stainless steel blade for
maximum skin care
· With additional comb attachment for 2 trim lengths
· Battery-powered
· Item no. 580.00 (available from December 2019)
· Page 110
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Baby
and child

HELLO, I’M HERE!
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Baby and child

Protection whilst growing up.
Our Babycare range has everything to keep your baby healthy and happy as
they discover the world. With the Beurer baby monitor, it’s easy to watch over
your baby at all times.

Greater comfort
Sleep mode: automatic display switch-off function

Greater flexibility

8

babycare

8 hours of battery life

Greater freedom
Up to 300-m range

Greater reassurance
Night vision function via infrared

Safety and security
day and night

BY 110 – Video babyphone
· Extra-large 2.8” LCD colour display
· With 4 soothing lullabies to help your baby sleep calmly
· Energy efficient and low emissions with ECO mode
· Item no. 952.61 (available from November 2019)

· Page 112
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Effective and gentle
cleaning of the nasal cavity.
The nasal aspirator makes it easier for babies and
small children to breathe, eat and sleep. Ideal for
use during the colder months.

Easy to use
Straightforward
use thanks to
one-button control.
Hygiene made easy
Removable elements make cleaning
the nasal aspirator easy

NA 20 – Nasal aspirator
· For the removal of liquid to solid nasal secretions
· Comes with two soft silicone attachments, which can
be disinfected (wide and thin, for solid and liquid nasal
secretions respectively)
· Ergonomic – designed to sit perfectly in your hands
· Controlled suction pressure (max. 66 kPa)
· Quiet
· Medical device
· Item no. 601.38
· Page 113
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Baby and child

The new “Kids” nebulisers for babies and children.
The “Kids” nebulisers with compressed-air technology set themselves apart through their child-friendly design
and high-quality accessories. The attachable and removable jolly giraffe will help distract your child in a playful way.
Suitable for treating the upper and lower airways, for colds, asthma and respiratory diseases.

From the 1st month of life
Gentle and effective
Easy to use

IH 58 Kids – Nebuliser

babycare

· Item no. 602.17
(available from February 2020)
· Page 114

IH 26 Kids – Nebuliser
· Item no. 601.18
(available from February 2020)
· Page 114

Comparison of Kids nebulisers
Medical device

IH 58 Kids

IH 26 Kids







DC motor (direct current)

AC motor (alternating current)

Accessories for babies and children
Technology



Mains operation

Nebulisation performance approx. 0.25 ml/min

(USB mains part)
0.3 ml/min

Particle size (MMAD)

4.12 µm

3.07 µm

Operating pressure

0.25 to 0.5 bar

0.8 to 1.45 bar

Quiet



–
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Sport and
activity

PHYSICAL WELL-BEING
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Sport and activity

Pulse measurement on the wrist –
every step counts!
Whether you’re a beginner, sports enthusiast or
professional, Beurer offers a range of products to support
you when doing sports or exercising. The AS 99 Activity
sensor helps you to stay active throughout the day and looks
great on your wrist! It makes an active lifestyle more fun and
keeps you healthy.

Optical sensor
The inside of the wrist
band measures your
pulse without the need
for a chest strap.

Pulse measurement

Pedometer

Colour touch-screen

Zz z

Sleep tracking

active

Notification

AS 99 Pulse Bluetooth® – Activity sensor
· Pulse measurement on the wrist via optical sensor
· Sleep tracking – sleep analysis
· Bluetooth® for transfer of data to your smartphone
· Item no. 676.59 (available from January 2020)
· Page 116
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EMS –
electrical
muscle
stimulation

POWER ON
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Electrostimulation

Muscle stimulation perfect for EMS beginners.
The electrodes on the EMS pads simulate the impulses produced by your own body,
which then travel through the skin into the muscle fibres. This is an effective technique
for helping you to build up muscle in a targeted and defined way.

Unisex. Legs, arms and
abs in top shape.

A perfect 3-piece
introduction to EMS

2 pads for the arm
or leg muscles

active

1 x sixpack pad
Adjustable intensity,
15 levels

EM 22 – Muscle booster
· EMS sixpack pad for use on the stomach
· EMS pad for use on the arms and legs
· Item no. 646.64
(available from December 2019)
· Page 116
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homeSTUDIO
High-end EMS muscle stimulation
With the EM 95 Bluetooth® – EMS homeSTUDIO muscle
stimulation device, you can train your muscles just like
at the gym. Your personal workout with professional
instruction! With the Beurer “EMS HomeStudio” app it is
very easy to keep track of your training achievements.

High-end EMS
Defined muscles
with professional
training, just like
at the gym.

Your very own fitness studio at home
Electrical muscle stimulation with 4 independently
adjustable channels and a battery life of 4 hours –
plenty of time for an effective workout!

4 independently adjustable channels
76

Electrostimulation

Virtual coach – your ideal training companion.
You’re in reliable hands with the virtual coach from your Beurer “EMS HomeStudio”
app. Choose from 20 workouts from two different categories: Fitness & Power and
Relax & Wellbeing. With the practice videos, different training levels and trainer
feedback, you benefit from just as much support as you get at the gym.

50 practice videos with
professional instruction

Trainer feedback and
detailed statistics

3 training levels: beginner, advanced and expert

Extensive equipment

8 gel electrodes

4 cuffs
active

for arms and legs

EM 95 Bluetooth® – Muscle stimulation device
· For stimulating your muscles at home
· App with 20 workouts and virtual coach
· Workouts in 2 categories:
Fitness & Power and Relax & Wellbeing
· 3.5” TFT colour display
· 4 cuffs (2 x arm and 2 x leg)
· Item no. 662.01
· Page 117
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Heat pads
NEW
HK 25

Heat pad

NEW

NEW

HK 35

HK 48 Cosy

Heat pad

Heat pad
• Amazingly soft surface
• Reversible cushion
• With inner heating pad

• With fast heating

•

•

• Extra-soft surface

•

•

• Breathable

•

•

• Snuggly and skin-friendly

•

• Fast heating

• Fast heating

• 3 temperature settings

• 3 temperature settings

• 3 temperature settings

• Beurer safety system (BSS)

• Beurer safety system (BSS)

• Beurer safety system (BSS)

• Automatic switch-off after approx. 90 min.

• Automatic switch-off after approx. 90 min.

• Automatic switch-off after approx. 90 min.

• Accurate electronic temperature regulation

• Accurate electronic temperature regulation

• Accurate electronic temperature regulation

• Illuminated temperature settings

• Illuminated temperature settings

• Illuminated temperature settings

• Removable switch

• Removable switch

• Removable switch

• Hygienic plastic protective cover

• Hygienic plastic protective cover

• Cover with integrated heating pad

• Cotton cover

• Fleece fibre cover

• Inside cushion (not washable)

• Size approx. 40 (L) x 30 (W) cm

• Size approx. 40 (L) x 30 (W) cm

• Size approx. 40 (L) x 30 (W) cm

• Cover: machine-washable at 40 °C

• Cover: machine-washable at 30 °C

• Heating pad/cover: machine-washable at 30 °C

•

•

•

• 100 watts

• 100 watts

• 100 watts

• Öko-Tex 100

• Öko-Tex 100

• Öko-Tex 100

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 10 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 5

• Pack: 4

• EAN no.: 4211125255022

• EAN no.: 4211125260026

• EAN no.: 4211125275013

• Item no.: 255.02

• Item no.: 260.02

• Item no.: 275.01

•

•

•
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Shipping carton: -

Shipping carton: -

NEW

NEW

wellbeing

Heat pads
NEW

HK 49 Cosy

HK 54 Cosy

HK 125 Cosy

Abdominal and back heat pad
• Wide elastic band for comfort and easy
attachment

Shoulder & neck heat pad
• Amazingly soft surface

XXL heat pad
• XXL format: 60 x 40 cm
• Amazingly soft surface
• Innovative LED button controller

• Extra-soft surface

• Extra-soft surface

• Extra-soft surface

• Breathable

• Breathable

• Breathable

• Snuggly and skin-friendly

• Snuggly and skin-friendly

• Snuggly and skin-friendly

• Fast heating

• Fast heating

• Fast heating

• 3 temperature settings

• 3 temperature settings

• 6 temperature settings

• Beurer safety system (BSS)

• Beurer safety system (BSS)

• Beurer safety system (BSS)

• Automatic switch-off after approx. 90 min.

• Automatic switch-off after approx. 90 min.

• Automatic switch-off after approx. 90 min.

• Accurate electronic temperature regulation

• Accurate electronic temperature regulation

• Accurate electronic temperature regulation

• Illuminated temperature settings

• Illuminated temperature settings

• Illuminated temperature settings

• Removable switch

• Removable switch

• Removable switch

• Fleece fibre heating pad

• Fleece fibre heating pad

• Fleece fibre heating pad

•

•

• Fleece fibre cover

• Size approx. 69 (L) x 28 (W) cm

• Size approx. 56 (L) x 52 (W) cm

• Size approx. 60 (L) x 40 (W) cm

• Heating pad: machine-washable at 30 °C

• Heating pad: machine-washable at 30 °C

• Heating pad/cover: machine-washable at 30 °C

•

•

•

• 100 watts

• 100 watts

• 100 watts

• Öko-Tex 100

• Öko-Tex 100

• Öko-Tex 100

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 5

Shipping carton: -

Shipping carton: -

• EAN no.: 4211125213145

• EAN no.: 4211125216160

• EAN no.: 4211125274139

• Item no.: 213.14

• Item no.: 216.16

• Item no.: 274.13

•

•

•
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Heat pad/foot warmer
NEW
HK 70

NEW
Other product information for HK 70

FW 20 Cosy

Suitable for universal use:
ergonomic back rest
with heat
Enjoy the benefits of pleasant heat control
for your back whilst sitting at home, in the
office or on the move in your vehicle.

Foot warmer
• Also suitable for large feet
• Exceptionally cosy

ically shaped pr
onom
odu
Erg
ct

Back rest with heat
• Ergonomic design + heat for improved
posture at work, at home, in the car
• Universal attachment with 2 hook and loop
fastening side straps
• Simple operation with 1 button
• Includes vehicle power accessories

Our back rest with heat HK 70 is your perfect
companion for almost any kind of seat.
Thanks to the universal attachment with hook
and loop fasteners, you can quickly attach
the device for an extra helping of heat on
your back to any chair back or car seat.

•

• Extra-soft surface

•

• Breathable

•

•

• Fast heating

For at home, at
the office and
on the move

• 3 temperature settings
• Temperature monitoring + safety switch-off
• Automatic switch-off after approx. 90 min.

• Fast heating
• 3 temperature settings
• Beurer safety system (BSS)
• Automatic switch-off after approx. 90 min.

•

• Accurate electronic temperature regulation

• Illuminated temperature settings

• Illuminated temperature settings

• Connection to the mains with handy spiral cable
• Cover with integrated heating pad
• Inside cushion (not washable)

Pure bliss for
your back health

•
• 20 watts

•
• Top side: fleece fibre; footmuff: teddy bear fabric
• Size approx. 32 (L) x 26 (W) x 26 (H) cm

• Size approx. 36 (L) x 29 (W) cm
• Cover: machine-washable at 30 °C

•

Its ergonomic shape helps you to maintain
a healthy sitting posture and relaxes your
back muscles in a soothing manner.

• Removable teddy bear fabric footmuff,
machine-washable at 30°C
• 100 watts

• Öko-Tex 100

• Öko-Tex 100

•

•
•

•
•
•

Without
HK 70

With
HK 70

•
•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 3 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 6

• EAN no.: 4211125214333

• EAN no.: 4211125531065

• Item no.: 214.33

• Item no.: 531.06

•

•
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Shipping carton: -

NEW

wellbeing

Heated cosy cape/diagnostic bathroom scale
NEW

12/2019

CC 50 Cosy

Other product information for BF 720

BF 720

It’s a great feeling
when your body
is in good shape
Our weight is important for our well-being.
Regular weight control is a sensible measure
to ensure you reach a personal balance.
The new BF 720 Connect scale provides you
with weight information and water, muscle
and fat data.

Heated cosy cape
• Wonderfully cosy
• Perfect for chilly evenings
• Can also be used as a heated overblanket
• Practical poppers

Touch-sensor operation

Fully connected:
automatic data transfer
All the values can be easily documented
using the “beurer HealthManager” app.
Set the ideal weight you’re aiming for and
the scale will show you how close you are
to your goal.

• Extra-soft surface
• Breathable
• Snuggly and skin-friendly
•

Connect Premium
Diagnostic bathroom scale
• Automatic data transfer within Bluetooth®
range after opening the app
• Touch-sensor function buttons allow
operation without the app

• Weight, body fat, body water, muscle percentage, bone mass; AMR/BMR calorie display
• With BMI calculation
• 8 users with automatic user recognition
• Black LCD display with white illumination and
display of user's initials
• Modern touch key operation
• Narrow electrodes made of brushed
stainless steel

• 6 temperature settings
• Beurer safety system (BSS)
• Automatic switch-off after approx. 3 hours
•
• Illuminated function display
• Removable switch

The best thing is that your data is transferred
automatically via Bluetooth® after opening
the app.

• 5 activity levels

You’ll gradually get closer
to your dream weight!

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• User memory spaces: 8
• Measurement memory spaces: 30
• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Fleece fibres

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

•

• Weight capacity: 180 kg/graduation: 100 g/0.1%/1Kcal

• Size approx. 145 (W) x 100 (H) cm

• Size: 30 x 30 x 2.5 cm

• Machine-washable at 30 °C

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 30 x 30 cm

•

• Digit size: 23 mm (weight)

• 100 watts

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Öko-Tex 100

• "beurer HealthManager" software and app
available for free download1)

•
•

• Compatible with iOS 10.0 and Android™ 5.0

•

or above, and with Bluetooth® 4.0 or above
•

•
• 3-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 2

• Pack: 3

Shipping carton: -

Shipping carton: -

• EAN no.: 4211125420048

• EAN no.: 4211125749385

• Item no.: 420.04

• Item no.: 749.38
•

•
1)

Complete range of uses only available with the free “beurer HealthManager” app
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Personal bathroom scales
NEW

NEW

10/2019

NEW

10/2019

07/2019

GS 215 Boats

GS 215 Relax

GS 340 XXL

Design

Design

Special

Glass bathroom scale
• Enchantingly beautiful: relaxed holiday
atmosphere for your home
• Magic LED: invisible display – only appears
during measurement

Glass bathroom scale
• Enchantingly beautiful: relaxed feel-good
atmosphere for your home
• Magic LED: invisible display – only appears
during measurement

Glass bathroom scale
• Illuminated, XXL display for optimum
readability
• Large standing surface with landscape
format made from extra-strong 8-mm
super-white safety glass
• Extra high weight capacity of up to 200 kg
• With practical tare weighing – ideal for
weighing babies, pets, luggage, etc.

tare
function
5.1 kg

illuminated
XXL display

extra
large digits

62.4 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Modern dot matrix display

• Modern dot matrix display

•

• White, easy-to-read magic display

• White, easy-to-read magic display

• XXL display with white illumination

• Brilliantly coloured photo scene print

• Brilliantly coloured photo scene print

• Extra-large standing surface, 8-mm white glass

•

•

•

•

•

• Particularly high weight capacity

•

•

• Tare weighing for babies, animals, etc.

•

•

•

•

•

• Closed underside

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Weight capacity: 180 kg/graduation: 100 g

• Weight capacity: 180 kg/graduation: 100 g

• Weight capacity: 200 kg/graduation: 100 g

• Size: 30 x 30 x 2.1 cm, display: 73 x 27 mm

• Size: 30 x 30 x 2.1 cm, display: 73 x 27 mm

• Size: 35 x 30 x 2.8 cm, display: 94 x 80 mm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 30 x 30 cm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 30 x 30 cm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 35 x 30 cm

• Digit size: 27 mm

• Digit size: 27 mm

• Digit size: 66 mm

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: -

Shipping carton: -

• EAN no.: 4211125757359

• EAN no.: 4211125757366

• EAN no.: 4211125756031

• Item no.: 757.35

• Item no.: 757.36

• Item no.: 756.03

•

•

•
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NEW

NEW

11/2019

NEW

11/2019

12/2019

GS 400 SignatureLine – black

GS 400 SignatureLine – white

GS 405 SignatureLine

Special

Special

Special

Glass bathroom scale
• Illuminated, XL display for optimum
readability
• Large standing surface made of safety
glass
• Extra high weight capacity of up to 200 kg

Glass bathroom scale
• Illuminated, XL display for optimum
readability
• Large standing surface made of superwhite safety glass
• Extra high weight capacity of up to 200 kg

Stainless steel scale
• Illuminated, XXL display for optimum
readability
• Extra-large standing surface with highquality stainless steel surface
• Anti-fingerprint: coated, easy-to-clean
surface
• Extra high weight capacity of up to 200 kg

illuminated
XL display

illuminated
XL display

digit size
39 mm

62.4 kg

digit size
39 mm

8mm
super white
safety glass

illuminated
XXL display

62.4 kg

digit size
49 mm

62.4 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Modern black display in XXL format

• Modern black display in XXL format

• Modern black display in XXL format

• Illuminated display for optimum readability

• Illuminated display for optimum readability

• Illuminated display for optimum readability

• Large standing surface, 8-mm safety glass

• Large standing surface, 8-mm white safety

• Large standing surface, 8-mm safety glass

glass

•

•

• Particularly high weight capacity

• Particularly high weight capacity

• Particularly high weight capacity

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Closed underside

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Weight capacity: 200 kg/graduation: 100 g

• Weight capacity: 200 kg/graduation: 100 g

• Weight capacity: 200 kg/graduation: 100 g

• Size: 31 x 31 x 2.8 cm, display: 44 x 119 mm

• Size: 31 x 31 x 2.8 cm, display: 44 x 119 mm

• Size: 35 x 30 x 2.8 cm, display: 55 x 149 mm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 31 x 31 cm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 31 x 31 cm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 35 x 30 cm

• Digit size: 39 mm

• Digit size: 39 mm

• Digit size: 49 mm

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 4

• EAN no.: 4211125735791

• EAN no.: 4211125735821

Shipping carton: -

• EAN no.: 4211125735784
• Item no.: 735.78
•

Item no.: 735.79
•

Shipping carton: -

Item no.: 735.82
•
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Personal bathroom scales

62.4 kg

62.4 kg

62.4 kg

Personal bathroom scales/diagnostic bathroom scales
NEW

NEW

11/2019

NEW

11/2019

11/2019

GS 410 SignatureLine – black

GS 410 SignatureLine – white

BF 400 SignatureLine – black

Special

Special

Comfort

Glass bathroom scale
• Illuminated, XXL display for optimum
readability
• Extra-large standing surface made of
safety glass
• Extra high weight capacity of up to 200 kg

Glass bathroom scale
• Illuminated, XXL display for optimum
readability
• Extra-large standing surface made of
super-white safety glass
• Extra high weight capacity of up to 200 kg

Diagnostic bathroom scale
• Illuminated, XL display for optimum
readability
• Large standing surface made of safety
glass
• Extra high weight capacity of up to 200 kg

xxl size
35 x 30 cm

xxl size
35 x 30 cm
-

illuminated
XXL display

digit size
49 mm

illuminated
XXL display

62.4 kg

digit size
49 mm

8mm
super white
safety glass

illuminated
XL display

62.4 kg

+

digit size
35 mm

62.4 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

• With BMI calculation

• Modern black display in XXL format

• Modern black display in XXL format

• Modern black display in XL format

• Illuminated display for optimum readability

• Illuminated display for optimum readability

• Illuminated display for optimum readability

• Large standing surface, 8-mm safety glass

• Large standing surface, 8-mm white safety

• Large standing surface, 8-mm safety glass

• Weight, body fat, body water, muscle percentage, bone mass; AMR/BMR calorie display

glass

•

•

• Particularly high weight capacity

• Particularly high weight capacity

• Particularly high weight capacity

• Closed underside

• Closed underside

•

•

•

• With interpretation of measured values

•

•

• Electrodes made of brushed stainless steel

•

•

• 5 activity levels

•

•

• User memory spaces: 10

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Weight capacity: 200 kg/graduation: 100 g

• Weight capacity: 200 kg/graduation: 100 g

• Weight capacity: 200 kg/graduation: 100 g/0.1%/1 Kcal

• Size: 35 x 30 x 2.8 cm, display: 55 x 149 mm

• Size: 35 x 30 x 2.8 cm, display: 55 x 149 mm

• Size: 31 x 31 x 2.8 cm, display: 52 x 119 mm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 35 x 30 cm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 35 x 30 cm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 31 x 31 cm

• Digit size: 49 mm

• Digit size: 49 mm

• Digit size: 35 mm

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 4

• EAN no.: 4211125735760

• EAN no.: 4211125735777

• EAN no.: 4211125735746

• Item no.: 735.76

• Item no.: 735.77

• Item no.: 735.74

•

•

•
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Shipping carton: -

Shipping carton: -

62.4 kg

62.4 kg

62.4 kg

NEW

NEW

11/2019

NEW

11/2019

11/2019

BF 400 SignatureLine – white

BF 410 SignatureLine – black

BF 410 SignatureLine – white

Comfort

Premium

Premium

Diagnostic bathroom scale
• Illuminated, XL display for optimum
readability
• Large standing surface made of superwhite safety glass
• Extra high weight capacity of up to 200 kg

Diagnostic bathroom scale
• Illuminated, XXL display for optimum
readability
• Large standing surface made of safety
glass
• Extra high weight capacity of up to 200 kg

Diagnostic bathroom scale
• Illuminated, XXL display for optimum
readability
• Large standing surface made of superwhite safety glass
• Extra high weight capacity of up to 200 kg

-

illuminated
XL display

digit size
35 mm

-

+

8mm
super white
safety glass

illuminated
XXL display

62.4 kg

-

+

digit size
45 mm

illuminated
XXL display

62.4 kg

• Weight, body fat, body water, muscle percent-

• Weight, body fat, body water, muscle percent-

age, bone mass; AMR/BMR calorie display

digit size
45 mm

+

8mm
super white
safety glass

62.4 kg

• Weight, body fat, body water, muscle percent-

age, bone mass; AMR/BMR calorie display

age, bone mass; AMR/BMR calorie display

• With BMI calculation

• With BMI calculation

• With BMI calculation

• Modern black display in XL format

• Modern black display in XXL format

• Modern black display in XXL format

• Illuminated display for optimum readability

• Illuminated display for optimum readability

• Illuminated display for optimum readability

• Large standing surface, 8-mm white safety

• Large standing surface, 8-mm safety glass

• Large standing surface, 8-mm white safety

glass

glass

•

• Particularly high weight capacity

• Particularly high weight capacity

• Particularly high weight capacity

•

• Closed underside

• Closed underside

• With interpretation of measured values

• With interpretation of measured values

• With interpretation of measured values

• Electrodes made of brushed stainless steel

• Electrodes made of brushed stainless steel

• Electrodes made of brushed stainless steel

• 5 activity levels

• 5 activity levels

• 5 activity levels

• User memory spaces: 10

• User memory spaces: 10

• User memory spaces: 10

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Adjustable between kg, lb, st

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Switch-on technology: quick start

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Weight capacity: 200 kg/graduation: 100 g/0.1%/1 Kcal

• Weight capacity: 200 kg/graduation: 100g/0.1%/1Kcal

• Weight capacity: 200 kg/graduation: 100g/0.1%/1Kcal

• Size: 31 x 31 x 2.8 cm, display: 52 x 119 mm

• Size: 35 x 30 x 2.8 cm, display: 69 x 149 mm

• Size: 35 x 30 x 2.8 cm, display: 69 x 149 mm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 31 x 31 cm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 35 x 30 cm

• Standing surface made of safety glass: 35 x 30 cm

• Digit size: 35 mm

• Digit size: 45 mm

• Digit size: 45 mm

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 4

• EAN no.: 4211125735753

• EAN no.: 4211125735722

• EAN no.: 4211125735739

• Item no.: 735.75

• Item no.: 735.72

• Item no.: 735.73

•

•

•

Shipping carton: -

Shipping carton: -
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Diagnostic bathroom scales

Kitchen scales
NEW

NEW

KS 26

KS 34 XL Stainless Steel

Comfort

Comfort

Kitchen scale
• Modern kitchen scale with large glass
weighing plate
• With white backlit display

Kitchen scale
• Stainless steel kitchen scale with 15 kg
weight capacity
• Anti-fingerprint: coated, easy-to-clean
surface
• Magic LED: invisible display – only appears
during measurement

• Modern touch key operation

• Modern touch key operation

•

• White, easy-to-read magic display

• Easy-to-clean glass weighing surface

• Easy-to-clean weighing surface

•

• Hold function

• Weight capacity: 5 kg

• Weight capacity: 15 kg

• Graduation: 1 g

• Graduation: 1 g

• Adjustable between g, kg, lb.oz

• Adjustable between g, kg, lb:oz, oz

• Tare weighing

• Tare weighing

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

• Automatic switch-off, overload indicator

•

•

• Size: 20 x 14.5 x 3.5 cm

• Size: 20 x 26.3 x 2.1 cm

•

•

• Display size: 6.5 x 2.7 cm

• Display size: 9.5 x 2.5 cm

• Digit size: 20 mm

• Digit size: 25 mm

•

•

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 4 x 1.5V AAA batteries

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: 4 x 4

Shipping carton: 4 x 4

• EAN no.: 4211125704292

• EAN no.: 4211125703127

• Item no.: 704.29

• Item no.: 703.12

•

•
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Nutrition
NEW

11/2019

DM 20

Other product information for DM 20

Hydration manager:
your personal assistant for smart hydration monitoring
Beurer developed the intelligent Hydration manager DM 20 in order to measure, analyse and
improve your daily liquid intake. Too much work, too many things on your mind – who isn’t
familiar with this situation! Making sure that you drink enough often falls by the wayside.
Water is essential to life; the amount of liquid we drink affects our well-being. Take care of
yourself – the Hydration manager makes this easy.
Hydration manager
• Assistant for smart drink monitoring
• Optimal monitoring of your drinking patterns
via the “beurer HealthManager” app
• For measuring, analysing and improving
daily liquid intake
• Data transfer via Bluetooth®
• With a colour LED display

With a colour
LED display
and a free choice
of container

led
indication

• LED reminder function (green/yellow/red)
and acoustic signal on the device

“beurer HealthManager” app

• For measuring, analysing and improving
your drinking patterns
• Create individual drinking plans
• Records your drinking patterns
• Can be used with various containers
• Easy-to-clean surface
• Small and handy: ideal for the office
• Weight capacity: 3 kg/6.6 lb
• Graduation: 1 g

Recording and analysis
of your drinking patterns

• Ultra thin: only 20 mm
• Drip-proof (IP41)
• Tare weighing
• Size: approx. Ø 12.1 x 1.9 cm
• Complete range of uses only available with
the "beurer HealthManager" app
• Free download of "beurer HealthManager"

Create your personal
drinking plan

Your intelligent companion will remind you

• Compatible with iOS 10.0 and Android™ 5.0
or above, and with Bluetooth® 4.0 or above
• Includes 2 x 1.5V AAA batteries
• 3-year guarantee
• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: 4 x 4

• EAN no.: 4211125703684
• Item no.: 703.68
•
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Sea air climate
NEW

01/2020

NEW

NEW

01/2020

01/2020

maremed MK 500

maremed MK 500
combination set

Sea air simulator
• Soothing sea air simulation for your ambient air
• Innovative, globally patented method
of establishing a sea air environment,
indistinguishable from nature
• Air pre-cleaning, mineralisation, sterilisation,
air ionisation and humidification
• Air humidification
without salt deposits

Combination replacement set
• For use with maremed® MK 500
• 90-day complete package (based on 24-h
use every day)
• A 1250 g bottle of special sea salt incl.
measuring jug for improved dosing and 4 x
pre-filters, 2 x water filters are included

Special sea salt
• 1250 g bottle of special sea salt
• For use with maremed® MK 500
• Produced from natural salts
• Contains more than 65 trace elements
• Includes measuring jug for improved dosing

•

• For supportive use for respiratory diseases,

®

®

• Extremely fine nebulisation of sea salt
particles in the ambient air

maremed special sea salt
®

allergies and asthmatic complaints

•

• Reduction of contamination and germ load

•

•

•

•

• Contains more than 65 trace elements that

• LED display with intelligent control

•

• Modern touch key operation

•

• Ingredients: sodium, magnesium, calcium,

• Humidification output: 33 ml/h

•

potassium and iodine minerals as well as

• 3 levels

•

• Suitable for rooms up to: 50 m

2

• Night mode with noise reduction
and display dimming

are contained in natural sea salt

additional natural trace elements

• Only suitable for use with maremed MK 500
®

• Only suitable for use
with maremed® MK 500

•
•

•

• Water tank size: 6 l

•

•

• Easy-to-clean design

•

•

• Components easy to dismantle

•

•

• Water level gauge

•

•

• UVC light and filter change indicator

•

• Automatic switch-off

•

•

• Max. 24 watts

•

•

• Includes mains adapter

•

• Includes measuring jug for improved dosing

• 2 x pre-filter, 1 x water filter, 1 x 625 g of

• 4 x pre-filter, 2 x water filter, 1 x 1250 g of

special sea salt (for 1 month)

special sea salt

• 1 x 1250 g of special sea salt
•

• 3-year guarantee

•

•

• Pack: 1

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: 4 x 4

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: 4

Shipping carton: -

• EAN no.: 4211125681197

• EAN no.: 4211125681210

• EAN no.: 4211125681234

• Item no.: 681.19

• Item no.: 681.21

• Item no.: 681.23

•

•

•
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Sea air climate
NEW

01/2020

maremed filter replacement set

Other product information for maremed® sea air simulator

®

Sea air environment in your home:
the innovative system technology
A day by the sea. This is pure bliss for the airways and your overall body
health. With the patented development of maremed®, you can feel as though
you are by the sea while sitting in your own home. Experience the healing
power of the sea in all its forms day after day.
maremed® cleans the air and recreates the natural conditions found by the
sea. The device recreates the natural interaction between water, salt and
sun, ionised sea water and the wind by the seaside. Breathe in deeply while
at home and start feeling good.

Pre-filter and water filter
• 2 x pre-filter
• 1 x water filter
• For use with maremed® MK 500

• The pre-filter filters particles such as domestic dust,
animal hair and extremely small airborne particles
• Filter performance of the pre-filter: up to 70%
• Special water filter – use in evaporator block
• Recommended for replacement every 3 months
• Only suitable for use
with maremed® MK 500

+

•
• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: 4 x 4

• EAN no.: 4211125681227
• Item no.: 681.22
•

NEW

maremed UVC light

01/2020

®

UVC light
• Dual-wave UVC light
• For use for maremed® MK 500

The innovative technology uses exclusively
produced sea salts from natural sources.
The intelligent, coordinated system ensures
a consistent level of quality and effectiveness.

Sea air simulator +
special sea salt =

• For sterilisation and disinfection
of air and water
•
• Recommended for replacement every 9 months
• Only suitable for use
with maremed® MK 500
• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: 8 x 4

• EAN no.: 4211125681241

Breathe in deeply
and feel the power
of the sea in your
own home.

• Item no.: 681.234
•
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Air purifier
NEW
LR 310

NEW
LR 310 Replacement set

Other product information for LR 310

Clean and fresh air within
your own four walls
The air in our homes can have two to five
times the levels of allergens and harmful
substances found in the air outside. Our
health and our long-term well-being depend
on the quality of air that we breathe.

Air purifier
• Air cleaning using a three-layered filter
system (pre-filter + activated carbon filter +
EPA E12 filter)
• Filter performance: 99.5%
• Additional air cleaning using an optional
ultraviolet light
• With automatic function – control adapted
to the ambient air

Pre-filter, combi filter
(EPA E12 filter + activated carbon filter)
• Can only be used with LR 300/310
• Filter performance: 99.5%

The LR 310 Air purifier ensures that the air
in our homes is clean.

Ideal for allergy sufferers

• Air cleaning using a three-layered filter

• Air cleaning using a three-layered filter

system: domestic dust, animal hairs, odours,

system: domestic dust, animal hairs, odours,

pollen, various bacteria and viruses as well

pollen, various bacteria and viruses as well

as harmful gases are filtered from the air

as harmful gases are filtered from the air

• Additional air cleaning using an optional
ultraviolet light

•
•

• 3 levels

•

• Suitable for rooms sizes: 18m² - 56m²
1)

2)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Timer function

•

• Illuminated control panel

•

• Filter change indicator

•

• Safety automatic switch-off

•

• Approx. 50 watts

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

•

• Pack: 1

• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: -

Additional cleaning
Shipping carton: 3 x 4

• EAN no.: 4211125660192

• EAN no.: 4211125660123

• Item no.: 660.19

• Item no.: 660.12

•
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•
1)

Thanks to the integrated three-layer filter
system, our air purifiers achieve a filter
performance of up to 99.95%.

ANSI/AHAM AC-1 2015

2)

NRCC-54013-2011

Additional air cleaning using an optional
ultraviolet light. Simply unbeatable air
cleanliness for your home.

NEW
LB 45

wellbeing

Air humidifier/aroma diffuser
NEW

10/2019

Other product information for LB 45

LA 40

The perfect humidity level
When using indoor heating, it is often
difficult to achieve an optimal air humidity
of 40 - 60%. The air humidifier with ultrasonic
nebulisation ensures that the ambient air
has the necessary level of humidity.
At home, at the office or on the move –
create invigorating air that makes you
feel good all-around.
Aroma diffuser
• Ultrasonic humidification technology
• Suitable for water-soluble aroma oils
• With colour-changing LED light

• Humidification output max. 300 ml/h
• Extremely quiet operation

n

fine
s

m

a
atur l mate

ls

• Continuously adjustable with chrome dial

ba

• Suitable for rooms up to 30 m2

The air humidifier is suitable for use with
aroma oils. Stimulating or soothing – you can
decide simply according to your mood.

tn

ria

Natural aroma therapy

bo

l

ai

Air humidifier
• With ultrasound humidification technology:
energy saving and quiet
• Two adjustable 360° misting nozzles
• For room fragrancing – suitable for aroma
oils

o & p o rce

•
• 2 intensity levels

Extra tip: the natural aroma oils from Beurer
are water soluble and are also optimally
suited for the LA 40 aroma diffuser.

• Suitable for rooms up to approx. 20 m2
•
• Timer function (1,3,7 h + continuous operation)

•

• Atomisation possible, with and without light

• Tank size: 4.0 l

• Tank capacity: 180 ml

• Visible water level with colour-coded

•

display in the tank

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Automatic switch-off

• Automatic switch-off

• Max. approx. 25 watts

• Approx. 12 watts

• 15 aroma pads for use with aromas

• Easy-to-clean components

•

•

• Includes anti-limescale filter

•

• Anti-limescale filter available as an

•

accessory Item no.: 162.843

•

•

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 3

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: -

Shipping carton: -

• EAN no.: 4211125681074

• EAN no.: 4211125606268

• Item no.: 681.07

• Item no.: 606.26

•

•
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SleepLine
NEW

NEW

01/2020

NEW

01/2020

01/2020

SL 10 DreamLight

SL 15 DreamSound

SL 40

Sleeping aid with light
• Gentle sleeping aid with light
• Pulsing light projection on the room ceiling
• To support a conscious breathing rhythm
• You can choose between red and blue light
• 2 adjustable breathing techniques

Sleeping aid with sound
• Gentle sleeping aid with sound
• Soothing melodies for relaxation
• 4 adjustable melodies
• With headphone jack

Snore belt
• To prevent snoring that results from lying
on your back through electrostimulation
• For light to heavy snoring
• Easy to use
• Attachment around the chest and back
• To be worn unobtrusively under clothing

Zz z

• Pulsing light projection on the room ceiling
to support a conscious breathing rhythm

• Soothing melodies for relaxation

• Prevention of snoring that results from lying

and falling asleep

on your back through a position sensor that
recognises when you are on your back

•

• Gentle sleeping aid

• Gentle sleeping aid

• You can choose between red and blue light

• Sound that fills the room

• 2 adjustable breathing techniques

• 4 adjustable melodies
Sounds of the sea

• 4-7-8 yoga breathing technique

• You are immediately prompted to stop lying on
your back through electrostimulation on the back
• Adjustable intensity
• Varying impulses in order to prevent you
getting used to them

4 seconds of breathing in

Hair dryer

7 seconds of holding your breath

Summer night with birdsong

• Adjustable length

8 seconds of breathing out

Harmonic melody

• Battery operated

• Relaxation breathing technique

•

• Belt can be hand-washed

4 seconds of breathing in

• With headphone jack

6 seconds of breathing out

• Adjustable volume

• Removable control on the belt fastener

• Continuously adjustable inclination

•

• A touch button is used for switch-on and switch-off

•

• Automatic switch-off (8, 20 min.)

• Timer with automatic switch-off (15, 30, 45 min.)

• Includes stand

•

• Includes 2 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Comfortable shape

•

•

• To be worn unobtrusively under clothing

•

•

• Chest circumference approx. 80 – 105 cm

•

•

• Incl. extension belt (chest circumference approx. 140 cm)

•

•

• Includes micro USB charging cable

•

•

• Safety switch-off

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 6

• Pack: 6

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton:

Shipping carton: 4 x 6

• 2 wear-free contact electrodes made of
conductive carbon material
• No contact gel or replacement electrodes
required (water contact electrodes)

Shipping carton: 4 x 6

• EAN no.: 4211125677657

• EAN no.: 4211125677664

• EAN no.: 4211125677497

• Item no.: 677.65

• Item no.: 677.66

• Item no.: 677.49

•

•

•
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wellbeing

SleepLine
Other production information on our sleeping aids SL 10 and SL 15

Better sleep for an improved quality of life
Whether you’re an early bird or a night owl, beyond personal sleeping habits, the quality of our sleep plays an important role in how fit and
rested we are in our day-to-day lives. With the right tools, sleep quality can be monitored and the environment in which we fall asleep,
sleep through the night and wake up can be improved in a targeted manner.

Falling asleep with light – what happens
in our body:
By using the sleeping aid with the SL 10 DreamLight light, your attention is
directed towards the light and brain activity is reduced. Conscious, calm breathing
creates a balance in the autonomic nervous system and more oxygen is carried
into the blood.
At the same time, the release of cortisol can decrease and the production of
melatonin can increase. The process of falling asleep is shortened and made
easier.

Falling asleep with sound – what happens
in our body:
Music triggers emotions in everyone. Whether it’s excitement or relaxation.
Sounds specially developed for the process of falling asleep can do even more:
our heart beat and blood pressure change; the breathing frequency reduces and
the muscle tension diminishes.
Gentle sounds and natural ambient noises such as those used by the
SL 15 DreamSound sleeping aid are ideal for assisting you to fall asleep faster.
You can also reduce the release of cortisol (the stress hormone) and increase the
production of dopamine (the happiness hormone). Who doesn't like drifting off
to sleep peacefully?
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Daylight therapy lamps/massage
NEW

NEW

02/2020

NEW

01/2020

08/2019

TL 41 Touch

TL 45 Perfect Day

MG 135

Daylight therapy lamp
• Daylight for well-being in months
with less sunshine
• LED technology
• Compact design
• Ideal for your desk
• Convenient operation via a touch button

Daylight therapy lamp
• Daylight for well-being in months
with less sunshine
• LED technology
• Compact design
• Ideal for the office
• Convenient operation via touch buttons
• 3 adjustable colour tones for a regulated
day-night rhythm

Shiatsu massage cushion
• Versatile relaxation massage for the
shoulders, neck, back and legs
• Universal cushion shape
• With removable and washable cover
• With light and heat function

• Exceptionally bright and even illumination

• Exceptionally bright and even illumination

• 4 Shiatsu massage heads – rotating in pairs

• Light intensity: approx. 10,000 lux (distance of 20 cm)

• Light intensity1): approx. 10,000 lux (distance of 20 cm)

• With light and heat function

• Ideal for your desk

• Ideal for the office

•

• Flicker-free and UV-free

• Flicker-free and UV-free

•

•

• In order to imitate the course of a sunny day

•

•

• For a regulated day-night rhythm

• Clockwise/anti-clockwise rotation

•

•

• Removable cover, machine-washable

•

• 3 adjustable colour tones

•

•

• Active: 5,000 K, morning, concentrated work

•

•

•

• Versatile thanks to universal cushion shape

•

• Therapy: 6,500 K, midday, treatment at
10,000 lux

•

•
•

•

• Relax: 3,000 K, evening, relaxation

•

• Illumination surface approx. 22 x 20 cm

• Illumination surface approx. 20 x 20 cm

• With extra-large mains cable

• Product dimensions approx. 27 x 20.7 x 8 cm

• Product dimensions approx. 25 x 20 x 6 cm

•

• Energy-saving LED technology

• Energy-saving LED technology

• Automatic switch-off

• Convenient one-button operation via touch

• Convenient operation via touch buttons

•

• Fold-out stand

• Fold-out stand

•

• Includes mains adapter

• Includes mains adapter

•

• Medical device

• Medical device (treatment setting)

• 18 watts

• Colour temperature: 6,500 K

•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: -

Shipping carton: -

• EAN no.: 4211125608118

• EAN no.: 4211125608132

• EAN no.: 4211125644130

• Item no.: 608.11

• Item no.: 608.13

• Item no.: 644.13

•

•

•
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Treatment setting

NEW

NEW

12/2019

MG 153

wellbeing

Massage / relaxation
12/2019

MG 280

Other product information for MG 280

Your yoga trainer
for at home

4D neck massager
• Penetrating kneading massage for relaxing
and loosening muscles
• 4D massage heads with hand simulation
for a true massage experience
• With removable and washable cover

Yoga & stretch mat
• Versatile device for stretching the muscles
and relaxation
• For greater flexibility and mobility
• With 7 air chambers to imitate yoga and
stretching exercises

Look forward to targeted exercises for the
neck, back and shoulder area. Air chambers
imitate coordinated yoga and stretching
exercises and guide you through your
personal training. Choose between four
pre-set programmes with three intensity
levels each. Have a relaxing start to the day
whilst doing something good for your
flexibility and mobility.

Massage & stretching
The ideally placed air chambers adapt to
your body and stretch the areas that are
important to you in a targeted manner.

• 4 kneading rollers and 2 pinch nodes

• For massaging and stretching in the neck,
shoulder and back area

• With heat function
•

• With 7 air chambers

•

• 4 pre-set programmes

• 2 intensity levels + 1 massage mode

• 3 intensity levels

• Clockwise/anti-clockwise rotation

• Optional heat function

• With removable and washable cover

• Optional vibration massage

• Easy application using the control element

• Easy operation with manual control switch

on the product

• Foldable and with handy hook-and-loop

Convenient
operation

fastening band for attaching

•
•

• With carrying handle for easy transport

•

•

•

•

• Practical handles for manual control of the
massage intensity

•
•

• Automatic switch-off

• Automatic switch-off

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 24 watts

• 36 watts

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 2

• Pack: 2 Shipping carton: -

Shipping carton: -

• EAN no.: 4211125643102

• EAN no.: 4211125643492

• Item no.: 643.10

• Item no.: 643.49

•

•

With the convenient control panel, you can
control your yoga programme individually

An extra helping of heat
Muscles and tissue are looser in a body that
is warm. The massage and stretching
programmes are therefore more effective
with the additional heat function.

heat
function
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PhysioLine
NEW
PC 100 PostureControl

Other product information for PC 100

Posture training – your back health will thank you
The majority of people spend most of their working day sitting down. No wonder that back
pain has become one of the most common complaints that people suffer from. Possible causes are a lack of movement and/or maintaining static body postures for a long period of time,
e.g. sitting. The innovative PC 100 PostureControl helps you to change unhealthy seating
habits and get you used to a new active and dynamic manner of sitting. Active sitting and a
fun movement training programme can help relieve your back pain and prevent long-term
problems. Small clip, big effect. Why not see for yourself – your back will thank you!

Back trainer
• The back trainer can be easily
attached to clothing
• For better back health
• More active and dynamic sitting

JUST CLIP IT

Clip + app = your personal back coach
• For better back health
• Helps to prevent back problems

The 8sense app analyses your manner of sitting and encourages you to sit more dynamically
and actively if it is necessary.

• Easy to attach to clothing
• Gentle vibration signal after sitting
in one position for too long
• Recommended by physiotherapists
and physicians
•
• “8Sense” app makes it convenient
and easy to use
•
•
•
• Battery operation, charging time approx. 2 hours
• Battery and charge display
•
•
• Compatible with iOS 10.0 and Android™ 5.0
or above, and with Bluetooth® 4.0 or above
• 0.5 watts
•
• 3-year guarantee
• Pack: 8

Shipping carton: 6 x 8

• EAN no.: 4211125639501
• Item no.: 639.50
•
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HI! I’M YOUR
COACH
•
•
•
•

Easy to attach to clothing
Improved back health
More active and dynamic sitting
Gentle vibration signal after sitting
in one position for too long

NEW

wellbeing

PhysioLine
NEW

11/2019

12/2019

FM 150 Pro

MG 10

Vein trainer
• Revitalising compression massage
• With thigh cuffs
• Improves the venous blood circulation
through restoration of the vein function
• Promotes circulation and relieves tired,
heavy legs
• Releases tension
• Prevents varicose veins and spider veins

Vibrating massage ball
• Targeted trigger point massage of tense
muscle groups
• Can relieve fasciae agglutinations and
hardness
• Small and handy – ideal for on the go

		

• Air pressure massage with inflating

• Massage ball with vibration for targeted

and deflating air cushions
• Continuously adjustable massage intensity
• Alternate inflation of the leg cuffs

trigger point massage
• 2 intensity levels
• Is intended for activating and regenerating
tense muscle groups

• With safety STOP button

•

• With deflation function – for emptying

•

the air cushions quickly

• Ergonomically shaped

• Includes timer function for 10/20/30 min.

• Easy-to-clean surface

• Easy operation with manual control switch

• 8 cm diameter

• Versatile application – at home and on the

•

move

• Versatile application – at home
and on the move

• Individual adjustment of all 4 cuffs using
hook and loop fasteners

• Can be used when standing, sitting or lying

•

•

• Battery and/or mains operation possible

•

• Medical device

•

• Storage bag included

• Comfortable and penetrating soft-touch
surface

• Includes 4 x 1.5 V AA batteries
• 3 watts

• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 2 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 8 Shipping carton: 4 x 8

• EAN no.: 4211125643270

• EAN no.: 4211125648145

• Item no.: 643.27

• Item no.: 648.14

•

•
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Blood pressure
NEW

NEW

01/2020

NEW

12/2019

02/2020

BC 54 Bluetooth

Upper arm blood pressure monitor
• Innovative easyClip cuff (22-42 cm):
cuff is easy to attach with just one hand
• Inflation technology: fast and convenient
measurement which is already taken while
the cuff is being inflated
• White illuminated, easy-to-read XL display

Wrist blood pressure monitor
• Inflation technology: fast and convenient
measurement which is already taken while
the cuff is being inflated
• Risk indicator: classification of measurements with coloured scale
• Clear, easy-to-read black display
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• Fully automatic blood pressure and pulse
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• Fully automatic blood pressure and pulse

measurement on the upper arm
• Automatic measurement during inflation:
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to TMB-988
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Blood pressure monitor with ECG function
• Simplified ECG measurement
• Optimum monitoring of blood pressure and
heart rhythm via the app
• Bluetooth® for transfer of measured values
to your smartphone
• Advanced arrhythmia detection (including
atrial fibrillation and extrasystoles)
• Identification of atrial fibrillation through
blood pressure
measurement
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BM 51 easyClip

®

• Fully automatic blood pressure and pulse

measurement on the wrist
• Automatic measurement during inflation: for

for quick and convenient measuring

quick and convenient measuring

measurement on the upper arm
• 1-channel ECG for recording heart rhythm
•

•

• Wireless transfer of measurements

• Wireless transfer of measurements

• Ø of all saved measured values

• Ø of all saved measured values

• Detailed calculation of average values with

• Ø morning and evening blood pressure for the last 7 days

• Ø morning and evening blood pressure for the last 7 days

•

•

•

• White illuminated XL display

• Easy-to-read black display

•

• Two user memories for 100 measured values each

• Two user memories for 60 measured values each

• Two user memories for 60 measured values each

• Risk indicator

• Risk indicator

• Risk indicator

• Arrhythmia detection

• Arrhythmia detection

• Arrhythmia detection

• Medical device

• Medical device

• Medical device

• For upper arm circumferences from 22 to 42 cm

• For wrist circumferences from 13.5 to 21.5 cm

• For upper arm circumferences from 22 to 42 cm

• Date and time/automatic switch-off

• Date and time/automatic switch-off

• Date and time/automatic switch-off

• Incorrect usage message

• Incorrect usage message

• Incorrect usage message

• Low battery indicator

• Low battery indicator

• Low battery indicator

• Storage bag

• Storage box

• Storage bag

• Includes 4 x 1.5 V AA batteries

• Includes 2 x 1.5V AAA batteries

• Includes 4 x 1.5V AAA batteries

•

• "beurer HealthManager" software and app

• "beurer CardioExpert" app available for free

"beurer CardioExpert"

download

available for free download1)

•
•

• Compatible with iOS 10.0 and Android™ 5.0

• Compatible with iOS 10.0 and Android™ 5.0

•

or above, and with Bluetooth® 4.0 or above

or above, and with Bluetooth® 4.0 or above

• Mains part available separately, item no.: 071.95

•

•

•

•

•

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4; shipping carton: 2 x 4

Shipping carton: 4 x 4

Shipping carton: 4 x 4

• EAN no.: 4211125652043

• EAN no.: 4211125650544

• EAN no.: 4211125652296

• Item no.: 652.04

• Item no.: 650.54

• Item no.: 652.29

•

•

•
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Complete range of uses only available with the free “beurer HealthManager” app

Blood pressure
Other product information for BM 93

Other production information for blood pressure measurement

2-in-1: keep an eye
on your blood pressure
and heart rhythm

Fully automatic blood pressure measurement
at home

The integrated Bluetooth® technology makes
transferring measured values to the "beurer
CardioExpert" app easy.

medical

One device – 2 functions. The BM 93 blood
pressure monitor also features an ECG finger
sensor, which not only enables blood
pressure measurements, but also creates
an electrocardiogram.

Whether you need to measure your blood pressure on your upper arm or wrist, Beurer has
the right device for you. The version you choose depends on the type. Wrist blood pressure
monitors are particularly easy to use and are practical to take with you on the move. Our
upper arm blood pressure monitors are especially recommended for older people or
diabetics.

Measurement
on the wrist
Uncomplicated and easy to use – that is
what makes our wrist blood pressure
monitors stand out.
These handy devices prove themselves
to be particularly reliable companions on
the move, meaning you can monitor your
health regularly.

Easy to use
The 1-channel ECG for recording heart
rhythm is incredible easy to use; simply place
your fingertips on the sensor fields. The data
is transferred automatically to the "beurer
CardioExpert" app.

Additional peace of mind
Fully automatic blood pressure measurement on the upper arm can also identify
whether atrial fibrillation has occurred during
measurement for the mandatory measured
values.
· Optimum monitoring of the blood pressure
and heart rhythm via “beurer CardioExpert”
app
· Bluetooth® for data transfer
· Enhanced arrhythmia detection

Measurement
on the upper arm
Upper arm blood pressure monitors measure
directly at heart level and therefore provide
precise measurements. Whether they have
easy-to-use single-button operation,
a stylish black sensor touch display or
a particularly ergonomic design, all
our products have one thing in common –
reliable results for your health.

Tip for blood pressure measurement
on the upper arm: the easyClip cuff
Our fully automatic upper arm blood pressure monitor BM 51 easyClip impresses with an
innovative cuff. One hand is enough to fix it to your upper arm. You can get started with the
measurement once the hook and loop fastener has been fastened – simple and convenient.

easyClip
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Nebulisation
NEW

NEW

NEW

02/2020

SI 40

SI 40 Yearpack

IH 26 Kids

Steam vaporiser
• Soothing treatment during the cold season
• Ultra-quiet
• Nebulisation of liquids such as saline
solution and essential oils

Steam vaporiser accessories
• Flexible universal mask for the mouth
and nose

Nebuliser
• Compressed-air technology
• For treating the upper and lower airways,
colds, asthma, respiratory diseases
• Includes accessories for babies and children

Nozzle

Inhalant

mask
baby

• Respirable particles specially for the upper
airways

mask
children

• Only use with SI 40

• High proportion of respirable particles

•

•

• Very easy to use

•

• Very easy to use

• Quiet

•

•

•

•

•

• Automatic switch-off

•

•

• Short inhalation time

•

• Short inhalation time

• Working pressure: approx. 0.25 to 0.5 bar

•

• Working pressure: approx. 0.8 to 1.45 bar

• Includes flexible universal mask for the

•

• Extensive, child-friendly accessories

•

• Storage bag

• Can be disinfected

• Can be disinfected

• Can be disinfected

•

•

•

• Steam setting can be varied for individual

•

• Nebulisation performance: approx. 0.3 ml/min

•

•

mouth and nose

treatments
•

•

• Medical device

•

•

•

• Mains operation

•

• Mains operation

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

•

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 2

• Pack: 12 Shipping carton: 4 x 12

• Pack: 2

Shipping carton: 4 x 2

Shipping carton: 2 x 2

• EAN no.: 4211125601324

• EAN no.: 4211125601348

• EAN no.: 4211125601188

• Item no.: 601.32

• Item no.: 601.34

• Item no.: 601.18

•

•

•
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Nebulisation
NEW

NEW

02/2020

02/2020

IH 26 Kids Yearpack

IH 58 Kids

IH 58 Kids Yearpack

Kids accessories replacement set
• Extensive accessories: with a mouthpiece,
silicone children's and baby mask, angled
fitting, atomiser, 10 filters, hose

Nebuliser
• Compressed-air technology
• For treating the upper and lower airways,
colds, asthma, respiratory diseases
• Includes accessories for babies and children

Kids accessories replacement set
• Extensive accessories: with a mouthpiece,
children's and baby mask, angled fitting,
atomiser, 10 filters, hose

• Only use with IH 26 Kids/IH 26

• Only use with IH 58 Kids/IH 58

•

•

Nozzle

•

•
Inhalant

• Medical device
•
• Pack: 12

• Medical device
•

Shipping carton: 4 x 12

• Pack: 12

Shipping carton: 4 x 12

• EAN no.: 4211125601195

• EAN no.: 4211125602185

• Item no.: 601.19

• Item no.: 602.18

•

• High proportion of respirable particles

•

• Ideal when travelling
• Very easy to use

IH 26 Yearpack

• Quiet
•

IH 58 Yearpack

•
• Short inhalation time
• Working pressure: approx. 0.25 to 0.5 bar
• Extensive, child-friendly accessories
• Storage bag
• Can be disinfected
•
• Nebulisation performance: approx. 0.25 ml/min
•
Accessories replacement set
• Extensive accessories: with mouthpiece,
nosepiece, adult mask and children’s mask
including strap, atomizer, 10 filters, hose

• Medical device
•
• Includes mains adapter with micro USB cable
•

Accessories replacement set
• Extensive accessories: with mouthpiece,
nosepiece, adult mask and children’s mask
including strap, atomizer, 10 filters, hose

•
•
•
•
• Only use with IH 26 Kids/IH 26

•

• Only use with IH 58 Kids/IH 58

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Medical device
•

• Medical device
• 5-year guarantee

•

• Pack: 3 Shipping carton: 4 x 3

• Pack: 12

• EAN no.: 4211125601287

• EAN no.: 4211125602178

• EAN no.: 4211125602154

• Item no.: 601.28

• Item no.: 602.17

• Item no.: 602.15

•

•

•

• Pack: 12

Shipping carton: 4 x 12

Shipping carton: 4 x 12
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NEW

02/2020

Hearing amplifiers
NEW

01/2020

Other production information for hearing amplifiers

HA 60 Pair

Individual solutions due to various
hearing amplifier designs
Each design has its benefits. You can decide which version is ideal for you.
Choose a hearing amplifier and live life to the full once more.

Digital In-The-Ear hearing amplifiers
• Handy set of 2 for amplification
on both sides
• Extra-small in-ear design
• 2 different hearing programmes

BTE hearing amplifiers
These hearing amplifiers are worn behind the ear (BTE) and all functional
components, such as the speaker, are integrated in the housing. The sound
is transmitted to the ear via air conduction in the plastic tube.

• Ideal for restricted hearing ability
• Ergonomic fit directly in the ear canal;
barely visible
• Amplifies the volume of all sounds indoors
and outdoors
• Low-noise rendering
•

RIC hearing amplifiers
RIC devices are a subtype of BTE hearing amplifiers. The speaker is
located directly in the ear and therefore offers a very clear sound.

•
• 3 attachments each to individually adjust
to the ear canal
•
•
•
• Frequency range: 250 - 3400 Hz
• Amplification: max. 27 dB

ITE hearing amplifiers
These hearing amplifiers are worn in the ear (ITE). They are therefore
the smallest and most unobtrusive hearing amplifiers. Together with all
components, they are placed directly in the ear canal.

• Volume: max. 113 dB
• Product dimensions: 18.7 x 8.2 x 14.5 mm
• Includes 4 x 1.4 V PR70/A10 battery
•
•
•
•
•

Important!
The right care for your hearing amplifier
Care plays an important role in ensuring you get the most out of the
hearing amplifiers for as long possible. Beurer offers the right care for
the various designs.

•
• 3-year guarantee
• Pack: 6

Shipping carton: 4 x 6

• EAN no.: non-medical device: 4211125641146
Item no.: non-medical device: 641.14
• EAN no.: medical device: 4211125641139
Item no.: medical device: 641.13
•
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Hearing amplifiers
NEW

NEW

02/2020

02/2020

HA 70 Pair

HA 80 Single

HA 80 Pair

Digital hearing amplifiers
• Rechargeable hearing amplifiers
• Handy set of 2 for amplification on both
sides
• Extra-small design
• 2 different hearing programmes
• Storage box with integrated powerbank

Digital hearing amplifier
• Rechargeable hearing amplifier with
exchangeable battery
• Can be used flexibly for the left or right ear
• 2 different hearing programmes
• With micro USB charger

Digital hearing amplifiers
• Rechargeable hearing amplifiers
with exchangeable batteries
• Handy set of 2 for amplification
on both sides
• 2 different hearing programmes
• With micro USB charger

medical

NEW

01/2020

XS

• Ideal for restricted hearing ability

• Ideal for restricted hearing ability

• Ideal for restricted hearing ability

• Ergonomic fit behind the ear

• Ergonomic fit behind the ear

• Ergonomic fit behind the ear

• Extra-small design; barely visible

•

•

• Amplifies the volume of all sounds indoors

• Amplifies the volume of all sounds indoors

and outdoors

• Amplifies the volume of all sounds indoors

and outdoors

and outdoors

• Low-noise rendering

• Low-noise rendering

• Low-noise rendering

• 2 programs for loud and quiet environments

• 2 programs for loud and quiet environments

• 2 programs for loud and quiet environments

•

•

•

• 4 attachments each to individually adjust to

• 4 attachments to individually adjust to the

the ear canal

• 4 attachments each to individually adjust to

ear canal

the ear canal

• Incl. handy exchangeable battery

• Incl. handy exchangeable batteries

• With micro USB charger

• With micro USB charger

•

•

• Frequency range: 250 - 4000 Hz

• Frequency range: 250 - 5000 Hz

• Frequency range: 250 - 5000 Hz

• Amplification: max. 33 dB

• Amplification: max. 40 dB

• Amplification: max. 40 dB

• Volume: max. 122 dB

• Volume: max. 123 dB

• Volume: max. 123 dB

• Product dimensions: 30 x 13 x 8 mm

• Product dimensions: 25.5 x 43.5 x 37.7 mm

• Product dimensions: 25.5 x 43.5 x 37.7 mm

• Includes 2 integrated NiMH batteries

• Includes 2 replaceable lithium-ion batteries

• Includes 4 replaceable lithium-ion batteries

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 6

• Pack: 6 Shipping carton: 4 x 6

• Pack: 6

• EAN no.: non-medical device: 4211125641177

• EAN no.: non-medical device: 4211125641191

•
• With storage box incl. integrated
powerbank

Shipping carton: 4 x 6

• EAN no.: non-medical device: 4211125641023
Item no.: non-medical device: 641.02
• EAN no.: medical device: 4211125641016
•

Item no.: non-medical device: 641.19

Item no.: non-medical device: 641.17
• EAN no.: medical device: 4211125641030

Item no.: medical device: 641.01

• EAN no.: medical device: 4211125641184
Item no.: medical device: 641.18

Item no.: medical device: 641.03
•

Shipping carton: 4 x 6

•
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Hearing amplifiers
NEW

NEW

02/2020

01/2020

HA 85 Pair

Earwax filter

Digital hearing amplifiers
• Very clear sound thanks to RIC design
• Rechargeable hearing amplifiers
with exchangeable batteries
• Handy set of 2 for amplification
on both sides
• 2 different hearing programmes
• With micro USB charger

Earwax filter
• Can be used with HA 60 Pair and HA 85 Pair

• For optimum care of the ITE and RIC hearing amplifiers
• Extended device service life
• 8 earwax filters on exchangeable sticks
in practical storage box
• 4 storage boxes per pack
• Pack: 6; shipping carton: 4 x 6
• EAN no.: 4211125641160
• Item no.: 641.16
• Ideal for restricted hearing ability

•

• Ergonomic fit behind the ear
•

NEW

• Amplifies the volume of all sounds indoors
and outdoors

01/2020

Drying capsules

• Low-noise rendering
• 2 programs for loud and quiet environments
• Very clear sound thanks to RIC design
• 4 attachments each to individually adjust to
the ear canal
• Incl. handy exchangeable batteries
• With micro USB charger
•
• Frequency range: 320 - 6500 Hz
• Amplification: max. 30 dB
• Volume: max. 113 dB
• Product dimensions: 25.5 x 43.5 x 37.7 mm
• Includes 4 replaceable lithium-ion batteries

Drying capsules
• Can be used with HA 60 Pair/HA 80 Single/
HA 80 Pair/HA 85 Pair

•
•
•
•
•

• For drying the hearing amplifiers after wearing

•

• With colour indicator when the end of
the drying capacity has been reached

• 3-year guarantee
• Pack: 6 Shipping carton: 4 x 6

• 8 pcs

• EAN no.: non-medical device: 4211125641221

•

Item no.: non-medical device: 641.22
• EAN no.: medical device: 4211125641214
Item no.: medical device: 641.21
•
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• Pack: 6; shipping carton: 4 x 6
• EAN no.: 4211125641153
• Item no.: 641.15
•

Electrostimulation
NEW

01/2020

Other production information for EMS/TENS

EM 26

Tried-and-tested technology for medication-free
self-treatment

Shoulder TENS
• Pain therapy (TENS)
• For use in combating pain in the shoulder
area
• Wear-free water contact electrodes;
easy application

TENS – pain therapy
"Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation" is used as pain therapy for treating pain resulting
from injury and chronic pain. The impulses sent suppress the transmission of pain to the brain.

• 2 wear-free contact electrodes made
of conductive carbon material
• No contact gel or replacement electrodes
required (water contact electrodes)
• Shoulder cuff for pain relief
• Universal cuff for the left & right shoulder
•
• Snuggly, ergonomic shape
• Diagonal upper body circumference: up to approx. 120 cm
• 4 pre-programmed applications
• Operating element with LCD display and
handy belt clip
• Adjustable intensity
• Countdown timer
• Safety switch-off

EMS – muscle build-up

•

"Electrical muscle stimulation" has been used in sports and rehabilitation medicine for years; it
increases endurance, strengthens muscles and accelerates muscle regeneration. With EMS,
the electrical impulses stimulate the muscle groups. Muscle fibres contract and relax in a way
that mimics natural muscle activation.

• Medical device

• Cuff can be washed by hand
• Low battery indicator
• Includes 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries
•
• 5-year guarantee
• Pack: 3

Shipping carton: 6 x 3

• EAN no.: 4211125646615
• Item no.: 646.61
•
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medical

The areas of application for the electrical nerve and muscle stimulator are extremely varied;
from pain relief and muscle build-up to relaxing massage.

Electrostimulation
NEW

NEW

02/2020

NEW

02/2020

02/2020

EM 50

EM 50 Replacement set

EM 59 Heat

Menstrual relax
• Relief from menstrual pain and pain caused
by endometriosis
• Combination of heat and TENS
• Heat and TENS can be selected separately
• Reusable

3 x gel film set
• For use with EM 50 Menstrual relax

Digital TENS/EMS with heating function
• Pain therapy (TENS)
• Muscle stimulation (EMS)
• Heat function
• Relaxation and massage
• Electrode positioning indicator
• Rechargeable battery

• 2 replaceable gel pads

• Size: 50 x 56 mm

• 4 electrodes with gel pads

• 1 heat programme, 15 TENS intensity levels

• 6 self-adhesive gel pads

• 4 gel pads included (45 x 45 mm)

• LEDs for displaying the set function

•

• 2 heat settings: low and high

• LED for displaying a low battery state

•

• 3 usage options: TENS/EMS + heat, only

• Snuggly, ergonomic shape

•

• Adjustable intensity

•

• 2 separately adjustable channels

• Automatic switch-off after 20 min.

•

• 64 pre-programmed applications

•

•

• 6 customisable programs: frequency,

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Adjustable intensity

•

•

• Countdown timer

•

•

• Safety switch-off

•

•

• Doctor’s function1)

•

•

• Medical device

• Medical device

•

• Inverse LCD with backlight

• Incl. rechargeable battery (320 mAh)

•

• Incl. rechargeable battery (2000 mAh)

• Includes USB cable

•

• Includes USB charging cable

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 5-year guarantee

• 2-year shelf life

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 6

• Pack: 10

• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: 12 x 6

TENS, only heat

pulse width, on/off time programmable

Shipping carton: 10 x 10

Shipping carton: 8 x 4

• EAN no.: 4211125648541

• EAN no.: 4211125648497

• EAN no.: 4211125646639

• Item no.: 648.54

• Item no.: 648.49

• Item no.: 646.63

•

•

•
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1)

For perfect coordination with your personal therapy programme

Electrostimulation
NEW

NEW

02/2020

02/2020

EM 59 Heat Replacement set

EM 70 Wireless

EM 70 Wireless Replacement set

EM 59 Heat Replacement set
• For use with EM 59 Heat

TENS/EMS with remote control
• Pain therapy (TENS)
• Muscle stimulation (EMS)
• Relaxation and massage
• Includes remote control unit
• Includes electrode expansion

EM 70 Wireless Replacement set
• For use with EM 70 Wireless

medical

NEW

02/2020

CH1

• Size: 45 x 45 mm

• 4 self-adhesive gel electrodes incl.

• 2 large pads: 190 x 95mm

• 8 self-adhesive gel pads

1 large electrode: 190 x 95mm

• 2 medium pads: 110 x 75mm

•

1 medium electrode: 110 x 75mm

• 4 small pads: 50 x 50mm

•

2 small electrodes: 50 x 50mm

•

•

•

•

•

• 1 adjustable channel

•

•

• 19 pre-programmed applications

•

•

• Programme selection via remote control

•

•

• Option for expansion with two small gel pads

•

+ connection cable included

•
•

• Adjustable intensity via device and remote
control

•

•
•
•

•

• Countdown timer

•

•

• Safety switch-off

•

•

• Medical device

•

•

• Storage bag

•

•

• Incl. rechargeable battery (250 mAh)

•

•

• Includes USB charging cable

•

•

• "beurer PainAway" app available for free download

•

•

• Compatible with iOS 10.0 and Android™ 5.0

•

•

or above, and with Bluetooth® 4.0 or above

•

• 2-year shelf life

• 5-year guarantee

• 2-year shelf life

• Pack: 10

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: 4 x 4

• Pack: 10

Shipping carton: 10 x 10

Shipping carton: 10 x 10

• EAN no.: 4211125646554

• EAN no.: 4211125648213

• EAN no.: 4211125648220

• Item no.: 646.55

• Item no.: 648.21

• Item no.: 648.22

•

•

•
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Bodycare
NEW

NEW

02/2020

12/2019

FC 25

FC 25/FC 55 Replacement set

cellulite releaZer compact

Body brush
• Thorough cleansing for noticeably soft
and radiant skin
• With handle for convenient use
on the back too
• With 2 brush attachments for thorough
application

Brush attachment – regular
• For use with FC 25 and FC 55

cellulite releaZer
• Cellulite massager
• Reduces cellulite – scientifically proven1)
• For smooth, firm, and toned curves!
• Vibration massage for deep tissue toning

• Includes a brush attachment for all skin
types
• Recommended for replacement every
4 months (with daily use)
• In practical blister packaging for hanging
•
•
•
•
• Pack: 10; shipping carton: 10 x 10
• EAN no.: 4211125605148
• Item no.: 605.14
•

FC 25/FC 55 Replacement set
• With two-stage rotation

• 2 massage programmes

• Water-resistant (IPX 7) – can be used

• Waterproof (IPX 5) – can be used
in the shower

in the shower and bath
• 2 speed settings

• 3 intensity levels

•

• Indicator lamp for speed and battery state
display

•
•

•

•

• Handy massage stick (40 cm in length)

• Removable brush head for easy cleaning

•

• 2 brush attachments: for all skin types
and for deep cleansing exfoliation

Brush attachment – exfoliation
• For use with FC 25 and FC 55

•
• Lithium-ion battery

•

• Battery operation – approx. 10 hours Operating time2)

•

• Charger – 3.5 hours charging time

•

• Includes an exfoliator brush attachment

•

to gently remove excess skin cells

•

•
• Automatic switch-off after 15 min.
•

•

• Recommended for replacement

•

•

every 4 months (with daily use)

•

• Battery-operated

• In practical blister packaging for hanging

• Includes 4 x 1.5 V AA batteries

•

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

•

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 6 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 10; shipping carton: 10 x 10

• Pack: 4

• EAN no.: 4211125605117

• EAN no.: 4211125605155

• EAN no.: 4211125590055

• Item no.: 605.11

• Item no.: 605.15

• Item no.: 590.05

•

•

•
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Scientific study, 38 women, Institut proDERM Schenefeld/Hamburg, study no. 18.0090-53
In intensity level 3

1)

2)

• 4 treatment surfaces (smooth, nubs, blunt
edge, and sharp edge)

Shipping carton: -

Facecare/haircare
NEW

NEW

07/2019

NEW

12/2019

03/2020

HS 20

HT 62

Illuminated cosmetics mirror
• With touch sensor
• Continuously adjustable dimmer function
• With practical storage tray
• With extra magnetic mirror
for 5x magnification

Cordless hair straightener
• Battery operation and cordless –
the perfect travel companion
• Ceramic and tourmaline coated hot plates
to protect the hair

Curler
• Professional curling tongs, 25-38 mm, with
conical heating element for styling soft,
shiny curls
• Ceramic keratin coating to protect your hair
• Includes heat-resistant protective glove

beauty

BS 45

led
display

tourmaline
coating

•

• Three variable temperature settings

• Bright LED light with 28 LEDs

(160, 180, 200°C) for personalised

•

use with every hair type

soft touch
surface

• Variable temperature settings (120 - 200°C)
for personalised use with every hair type
• Ceramic keratin coating to protect your hair

• Large mirror surface without magnification

• Easy to use with just one button

•

•

• Automatic switch-off after 30 min.

•

• Fast heating

• Fast heating – immediately ready for use

• Mirror diameter: 17.5 cm

• LED temperature display

• Button lock for fixing the temperature

• Additional ON/OFF switch

• Operation status display

•

• Cordless operation for 20 min.

•

•

•

•

•

• Charging time: 2 hours

• 360° swivel joint ensures the device can be

•

• Battery level indicator

•

• Lithium-ion battery

• Hanging loop for easy storage

•

• Plate locking system for easy storage

• 25 - 38 mm diameter with conical heating

setting

used easily without twisting the cable

element for gentle curls

and transport

• Automatic switch-off after 15 min.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Includes mini USB cable

• Incl. heat-resistant protective glove

• Battery-operated

•

•

• Includes 3 x 1.5 V AA batteries

•

•

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 6

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: -

Shipping carton: -

• EAN no.: 4211125584047

• EAN no.: 4211125593315

• EAN no.: 4211125593322

• Item no.: 584.04

• Item no.: 593.31

• Item no.: 593.32

•

•

•
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BarbersCorner
NEW

NEW

12/2019

NEW

12/2019

12/2019

HR 2000

HR 4000

HR 5000

Precision trimmer
• For shaping and trimming eyebrows
and nose and ear hairs
• High-quality vertical stainless steel blade
for maximum skin compatibility

Beard styler
• Precise beard styles thanks to various
length settings and an additional precision
attachment with slim titanium contour blade
• High-quality stainless steel blade with titanium coating for maximum skin care

Hair clippers
• Professional haircut at home through
individually adjustable cutting lengths
and 5-level precision adjustment
• High-quality stainless steel blade with titanium coating for maximum skin care

•

• LED display with battery display, travel lock

• LED display with battery display, travel lock

display, charge display as well as oil indicator

•
•

• Removable cutting attachment for hygienic

display, charge display as well as oil indicator
• Removable cutting attachment for hygienic

cleaning under running water

•
• Splash-proof (IPX4)

cleaning under running water

• Splash-proof (IPX4)

• Water-resistant device (IPX6)

• With extra comb attachment with 3/6 mm

• Integrated quick-charge function

• Integrated quick-charge function

• Battery-operated

• High-performance lithium battery: for 60 min. of

• High-performance lithium battery: for 60 min. of

shaving time; 60 min. of charging time

• Includes 1 x 1.5 V AA battery
•

• Shaving possible with both battery and

shaving time; 60 min. of charging time
• Shaving possible with both battery and

mains operation1)

•

mains operation1)

•

• 10 different cutting lengths due to 2 length-

•

adjustable comb attachments: 1-12 mm and

adjustable comb attachments: 3-15 mm

•

15-27 mm

and 18-33 mm

• 11 different cutting lengths due to 2 length-

•

• 1 precision attachment with slim contour blade

• 5-level precision adjustment:

•

• With extra comb attachment for 1/3/5 mm

• 0.5 mm/1.0 mm/1.5 mm/2.0 mm/2.5 mm

•

•

• Integrated thinning function

•

•

•

• Includes protective cap

•

•

• Includes cleaning brush

• Includes cleaning brush and oil

• Includes cleaning brush, scissors, comb and oil

• Incl. handy storage bag

• Incl. handy storage bag

• Includes charging and storage station

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 6 Shipping carton: 6 x 3

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: 4 x 3

• Pack: 4

• EAN no.: 4211125580001

• EAN no.: 4211125580018

• EAN no.: 4211125580032

• Item no.: 580.00

• Item no.: 580.01

• Item no.: 580.03

•

•

•
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1)

If the battery is completely discharged, you can continue using the device immediately with mains operation

Shipping carton: 4 x 3

BarbersCorner
NEW

NEW

12/2019

NEW

01/2020

12/2019

HR 7000

HR 8000

Body groomer
• Flexible double-sided stainless steel shaving
blade for maximum comfort
• Length-adjustable rotating attachment with
13 different trim lengths for the body and
face

Foil shaver
• High-quality triple-blade shaving system
• With extendable detail trimmer

Rotary shaver
• Precision cutting system with 3
spring-loaded dual-ring shaver heads
• Incl. additional 2-in-1 beard and sideburn
styler
• With integrated pop-up contour trimmer

• LED display with battery display, travel lock display,

• LED display with battery display, travel lock display,

• LED display with battery display, travel lock display,

beauty

HR 6000

charge display as well as maintenance indicator
• Removable shaving blade for hygienic clean-

charge display as well as maintenance indicator
• Removable shaver head unit for hygienic

ing under running water

charge display as well as maintenance indicator
• Removable shaver head unit for hygienic

cleaning under running water

cleaning under running water

• Water-resistant device (IPX6)

• Water-resistant device (IPX6)

• Integrated quick-charge function

• Integrated quick-charge function

• Integrated quick-charge function

• High-performance lithium battery: for 60 min. of

• High-performance lithium battery: for 60 min. of

• High-performance lithium battery: for 60 min. of

• Water-resistant device (IPX6)

shaving time; 60 min. of charging time
• Shaving possible with both battery and

shaving time; 90 min. of charging time
• Shaving possible with both battery and

mains operation1)
• With rotating attachment for 13 different
length settings

shaving time; 90 min. of charging time
• Shaving possible with both battery and

mains operation1)
•

mains operation1)
• Incl. additional 2-in-1 beard and sideburn
styler

•

•

•

• With integrated pop-up contour trimmer

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Includes protective cap

• Includes protective cap

• Includes protective cap

• Includes cleaning brush

• Includes cleaning brush

• Includes cleaning brush

• Incl. handy storage bag

• Incl. handy storage bag

• Incl. handy storage bag

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: 4 x 3

• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: 4 x 3

Shipping carton: 4 x 3

• EAN no.: 4211125580056

• EAN no.: 4211125580070

• EAN no.: 4211125580094

• Item no.: 580.05

• Item no.: 580.07

• Item no.: 580.09

•

•

•
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Babycare
NEW

11/2019

Product information for BY 110

BY 110

Video baby monitor
• Extra-large colour 2.8" LCD display
• ECO+ mode for low-emission and
energy-efficient transmission
• Automatic video monitoring, even in the
dark thanks to infrared night vision function
• Gentle lullabies + intercom function
• Operating time up to 8 hours

2,8"

• 2.8" LCD colour display (parent unit)
• Intercom function
• Sound, motion and temperature alarm
• Sleep mode: adjustable display switch-off
after 2/5/10 min.
• Digital zoom function
• 4 lullabies, controllable from parent unit
• 21 channels
• Digital transmission
• Timer function: 2/3/4/5 hours
• Range of up to 300 m
• Range control with acoustic signal
• Adjustable volume setting
• Adjustable display brightness
• Handy wall-mounting fixture for the camera
• Camera can be rotated manually
• Lithium-ion battery for parent unit and 2 mains parts
• Transmission frequency: 2.4 GHz

For low-emission and energy-efficient
transmission

• Compatible with up to 4 cameras

All of the Beurer baby monitors are equipped with an adjustable ECO+ mode.
You can minimise the radio waves between the baby and parent unit by activating
the auto-off mode at your desired time. The ECO+ mode means the highest level of
safety and quality.

•

• Temperature display
• Low battery alarm (parent unit)

• 3-year guarantee
• Pack: 2

Shipping carton: -

• EAN no.: 4211125952617
• Item no.: 952.61
•
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Babycare
NEW

NEW

11/2019

NEW

BY 110 Single camera

NA 20

NA 20 Replacement set

Single camera, video baby monitor
• Additional camera for BY 110
• Up to 4 cameras can be added to BY 110
• ECO+ mode for low-emission and
energy-efficient transmission
• Automatic video monitoring, even in the
dark thanks to infrared night vision function
• Gentle lullabies + intercom function

Nasal aspirator
• Effective and gentle cleaning of the nasal
cavity
• Removable elements make cleaning the
nasal aspirator easy
• Easy to use thanks to single-button control

Head unit
• Head unit incl. valve, rubber seal, nasal
secretion container and silicone attachments (1 x wide, 1 x narrow)
• For use with NA 20
• Head unit incl. valve, rubber seal,
• Nasal secretion container and silicone attachments
Includes 1 x wide silicone attachment
for solid nasal secretions
Includes 1 x slim silicone attachment
for liquid nasal secretions
•
• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: 4 x 4

• EAN no.: 4056461641036
• Item no.: 164,103
•

NEW
• Controlled suction pressure (max. 66 kPa)

• Intercom function

• Can be disinfected

• Sound, motion and temperature alarm

• Sound pressure: < 75 dB

•

•

•

•

•

• Includes 2 x 1.5 V LR6 battery

• 4 lullabies, controllable from parent unit

• Includes 1 x wide silicone attachment

NA 20 replacement set

babycare

•

for solid nasal secretions

•
•

• Includes 1 x slim silicone attachment
for liquid nasal secretions

•
• Range of up to 300 m

•

•

• Medical device

•

•

•

•

• Handy wall-mounting fixture for the camera

•

• Camera can be rotated manually

•

• For use with NA 20

•

•

•

•

•

• Consists of 6 soft silicone attachments

•

•

Includes 3 x wide silicone attachment

•

•

for solid nasal secretions

•

•

Includes 3 x slim silicone attachment

•

•

•

•

for liquid nasal secretions
•

• 3-year guarantee

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: –

Silicone attachments
• Consists of 6 soft silicone attachments
(3 x wide, 3 x narrow)

Shipping carton: 4 x 8

• Pack: 4

Shipping carton: 4 x 8

• EAN no.: 4211125952631

• EAN no.: 4211125601386

• EAN no.: 4056461641043

• Item no.: 952,63

• Item no.: 601.38

• Item no.: 164,104

•

•

•
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Babycare
NEW

NEW

02/2020

NEW

02/2020

02/2020

IH 26 Kids

IH 26 Kids Yearpack

IH 58 Kids

Nebuliser
• Compressed-air technology
• For treating the upper and lower airways,
colds, asthma, respiratory diseases
• Includes accessories for babies and children

Kids accessories replacement set
• Extensive accessories: with a mouthpiece,
silicone children's and baby mask, angled
fitting, atomiser, 10 filters, hose

Nebuliser
• Compressed-air technology
• For treating the upper and lower airways,
colds, asthma, respiratory diseases
• Includes accessories for babies and children

• Only use with IH 26 Kids/IH 26
•

Nozzle

Nozzle

•
Inhalant

Inhalant

• Medical device
•
• Pack: 12 Shipping carton: 4 x 12
• EAN no.: 4211125601195
• Item no.: 601.19

• High proportion of respirable particles

•

• High proportion of respirable particles

•

• Ideal when travelling

• Very easy to use

• Very easy to use

•

IH 26 Yearpack

•

• Quiet
•

•

•

• Short inhalation time

• Short inhalation time

• Working pressure: approx. 0.8 to 1.45 bar

• Working pressure: approx. 0.25 to 0.5 bar

• Extensive, child-friendly accessories

• Extensive, child-friendly accessories

• Storage bag

• Storage bag

• Can be disinfected

• Can be disinfected

•

•

• Nebulisation performance: approx. 0.3 ml/min

• Nebulisation performance: approx. 0.25 ml/min

•

•

• Medical device

• Medical device

•
• Mains operation
•

Accessories replacement set
• Extensive accessories: with mouthpiece,
nosepiece, adult mask and children’s mask
including strap, atomizer, 10 filters, hose

•
• Includes mains adapter with micro USB cable
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

• Only use with IH 26 Kids/IH 26

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Medical device

•

• 5-year guarantee

•

• 5-year guarantee

• Pack: 2

• Pack: 12 Shipping carton: 4 x 12

• Pack: 3

• EAN no.: 4211125601188

• EAN no.: 4211125601287

• EAN no.: 4211125602178

• Item no.: 601.18

• Item no.: 601.28

• Item no.: 602.17

•

•

•
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Shipping carton: 2 x 2

Shipping carton: 4 x 3

Babycare
NEW

02/2020

IH 58 Kids Yearpack

Hi!
I’m Gabby, the giraffe!

Kids accessories replacement set
• Extensive accessories: with a mouthpiece,
children's and baby mask, angled fitting,
atomiser, 10 filters, hose

• Only use with IH 58 Kids/IH 58
•
•
• Medical device
•
• Pack: 12

Shipping carton: 4 x 12

• EAN no.: 4211125602185
• Item no.: 602.18
•

babycare

IH 58 Yearpack

Accessories replacement set
• Extensive accessories: with mouthpiece,
nosepiece, adult mask and children’s mask
including strap, atomizer, 10 filters, hose

• Only use with IH 58 Kids/IH 58
•
•
• Medical device
•
• Pack: 12

Shipping carton: 4 x 12

• EAN no.: 4211125602154
• Item no.: 602.15
•
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Activity sensor/electrostimulation
NEW

NEW

NEW

12/2019

12/2019

AS 99 Pulse Bluetooth

EM 22

EM 22 Replacement set

Activity sensor
• Pulse measurement on the wrist via optical
sensor
• Activity and sleep tracking
• Notifications for calls, SMS & messages
• Colour touchscreen
• Bluetooth® for transfer of data to your
smartphone

Muscle booster
• EMS sixpack Pad for application on the
stomach
• EMS arm/leg pad for use on arms and legs

3 x gel film set and 3 x battery
• For use with EM 22 Muscle booster
• One gel film set and one battery
per EMS pad

®

Zz z

• Records activity and sleep and transmits

• Electrostimulation of the abdominal muscles
and arm/leg muscles

the data to your smartphone

• For use with EM 22 Muscle Booster
•

• Three-part EMS pad set

•

calorie consumption, activity duration and

• 1 x sixpack pad and 2 x arm/leg pad

•

achievement of daily activity goals

• The perfect introduction to EMS

•

•

• Flexible and soft silicone material

•

• Sleep tracking: records sleep motion activity

•

•

•

•

• Date, time and battery status indicator

• Automatic switch-off

•

• Memory capacity for 15 days/15 nights

•

•

• Move reminder/stopwatch

• Adjustable intensity (15 levels)

•

• Live tracking of heart rate via Runtastic etc.

•

•

• Alarm function: vibration alarm

•

•

• Integrated search function (AS99/smartphone)

• Incl. one self-adhesive gel film per EMS pad

• One self-adhesive gel film set per EMS pad

• Li-ion battery

• Includes 3 x 3V CR2032 battery

• 3 x 3V CR2032 battery

• Water resistance: IP 67

•

•

• Included in delivery: AS 99 activity sensor

•

•

•

•

• Remote timer for smartphone camera

•

•

• "beurer HealthManager" software and app

•

•

•

•

• Activity tracking: number of steps, distance,

and sleep duration

wrist band and charging cable + charging bay

available for free download1)
• 3-year guarantee

• 3-year guarantee

• Pack: 4

• Pack: 10

Shipping carton: 4 x 4

Shipping carton: 10 x 4

• 2-year shelf life
• Pack: 10

Shipping carton: 10 x 10

• EAN no.: 4211125676599

• EAN no.: 4211125646646

• EAN no.: 4211125646622

• Item no.: 676.59

• Item no.: 646.64

• Item no.: 646.62

•

•

•
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1)

Complete range of uses only available with the free “beurer HealthManager” app.
Compatible with iOS 10.0 and AndroidTM 5.0 or above, and with Bluetooth® 4.0 or above

Electrostimulation
NEW
EM 95 Bluetooth

®

Muscle stimulation device
• High-end EMS device for muscle stimulation
at home
• App with 20 workouts and virtual coach
• Workouts in 2 categories: fitness & power
and relax & well-being
• Colour 3.5" TFT display
• 4 separately adjustable channels
• 4 cuffs (2 x arm and 2 x leg)

NEW

NEW

EM 95 Cuffs XS

EM 95 Cuffs M

Cuffs XS
• Size approx. 22-35 cm
• Usable with EM 95 Bluetooth®

Cuffs M
• Size approx. 36-54 cm
• Usable with EM 95 Bluetooth®

• 2 x cuffs: size XS

• 2 x cuffs: size M

• Size approx. 22-35 cm

• Size approx. 36-54 cm

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 4

• EAN no.: 4211125662035

• EAN no.: 4211125 662073

Shipping carton: -

• Item no.: 662.03

• Item no.: 662.07

•

•

NEW

NEW

EM 95 Cuffs S

EM 95 Cuffs L

Cuffs S
• Size approx. 28-45 cm
• Usable with EM 95 Bluetooth®

Cuffs L
• Size approx. 50-75 cm
• Usable with EM 95 Bluetooth®

• 2 x cuffs: size S

• 2 x cuffs: size L

• 8 self-adhesive gel electrodes (45 x 45 mm)
• 2 cuffs size S (28-45 cm)
• 2 cuffs size M (36-54 cm)
• 4 separately adjustable channels
• 20 workouts: fitness & power
and relax & well-being
• 3 difficulty levels
(beginners, pros and experts)
• Practical trouser/belt clip
• Colour 3.5” TFT display
• Li-ion battery: 1170 mAh
•

active

• 40 programmes

• USB charging cable including adapter
•
• App with workouts and virtual coach incl.
videos for all exercises
• “beurer EMS HomeStudio” app2) available

• Size approx. 28-45 cm

• Size approx. 50-75 cm

• Storage bag

•

•

•

•

•

• 3-year guarantee

•

•

• Pack: 2

• Pack: 4 Shipping carton: -

• Pack: 4

• EAN no.: 4211125662011

• EAN no.: 4211125662042

• EAN no.: 4211125 662080

• Item no.: 662.01

• Item no.: 662.04

• Item no.: 662.08

•

•

•

for free download

2)

Shipping carton: 6 x 2

Compatible with iOS 10.0 and Android

TM

5.0 or above, and with Bluetooth 4.0 or above
®

Shipping carton: -
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wellbeing
Flexible heating

Weight

P. 78
P. 78
P. 78
P. 79
P. 79
P. 79
P. 80
P. 80
P. 81

P. 81
P. 82
P. 82
P. 82
P. 83
P. 83
P. 83
P. 84
P. 84

BF 720
GS 215 Boats
GS 215 Relax
GS 340 XXL
GS 400 SignatureLine – black
GS 400 SignatureLine – white
GS 405 SignatureLine
GS 410 SignatureLine – black
GS 410 SignatureLine – white

P. 90
P. 90
P. 91
P. 91

LR 310
LR 310 Rlacement set
LB 45
LA 40

HK 25
HK 35
HK 48 Cosy
HK 49 Cosy
HK 54 Cosy
HK 125 Cosy
HK 70
FW 20 Cosy
CC 50 Cosy

Air and aroma
P. 88
P. 88
P. 88
P. 89
P. 89

maremed® MK 500
maremed® MK 500 Combination set
maremed® Special sea salt
maremed® Filter replacement set
maremed® UVC light

Relaxation and massage

PhysioLine

P. 94
P. 95
P. 95

P. 96
P. 97
P. 97

MG 135
MG 153
MG 280

Kitchen scales and nutrition
P. 84
P. 85
P. 85
P. 85

BF 400 SignatureLine – black
BF 400 SignatureLine – white
BF 410 SignatureLine – black
BF 410 SignatureLine – white

P. 86
P. 86
P. 87

KS 26
KS 34 XL Stainless Steel
DM 20

SleepLine

Daylight therapy lamps

P. 92
P. 92
P. 92

P. 94
P. 94

SL 10 DreamLight
SL 15 DreamSound
SL 40

TL 41 Touch
TL 45 Perfect Day

PC 100 PostureControl
FM 150 Pro
MG 10

medical
Blood pressure

Nebulisation

Hearing amplifiers

TENS/EMS

P. 98
P. 98
P. 98

P. 100
P. 100
P. 100
P. 101
P. 101
P. 101
P. 101
P. 101

P. 102
P. 103
P. 103
P. 103
P. 104
P. 104
P. 104

P. 105
P. 106
P. 106
P. 106
P. 107
P. 107
P. 107

BM 51 easyClip
BC 54 Bluetooth®
BM 93

SI 40
SI 40 Yearpack
IH 26 Kids
IH 26 Kids Yearpack
IH 26 Yearpack
IH 58 Kids
IH 58 Kids Yearpack
IH 58 Yearpack

HA 60 Pair
HA 70 Paair
HA 80 Single
HA 80 Pair
HA 85 Pair
Earwax filter
Drying capsules

EM 26
EM 50
EM 50 Replacement set
EM 59 Heat
EM 59 Heat Replacement set
EM 70 Wireless
EM 70 Wireless Replacement set

beauty
BodyCare

FaceCare

HairCare

BarbersCorner

P. 108
P. 108
P. 108
P. 108

S. 109

P. 109
P. 109

P. 110
P. 110
P. 110
P. 111
P. 111
P. 111

HR 2000
HR 4000
HR 5000
HR 6000
HR 7000
HR 8000

P. 114
P. 115
P. 115

IH 58 Kids
IH 58 Kids Yearpack
IH 58 Yearpack

FC 25
FC 25/ FC 55 Replacement set
FC 25/ FC 55 Replacement set
cellulite releaZer compact

BS 45

HS 20
HT 62

babycare
Video baby monitor

Nasal aspirator

Nebulisation

P. 112
P. 113

P. 113
P. 113

P. 114
P. 114
P. 114

IH 26 Kids
IH 26 Kids Yearpack
IH 26 Yearpack

P. 117
P. 117
P. 117
P. 117

EM 95 Cuffs XS
EM 95 Cuffs S
EM 95 Cuffs M
EM 95 Cuffs XL

BY 110
BY 110 Single camera

NA 20
NA 20 replacement set

active
Activity sensor

Electrostimulation

P. 116

P. 116
P. 116
P. 117
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AS 99 Pulse Bluetooth®

EM 22
EM 22 Replacement set
EM 95 Bluetooth®
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Beurer GmbH. P.O. Box 1427. 89004 Ulm. Soeflinger Strasse 218. 89077 Ulm, Germany
Tel. +49 731/39 89-0. Fax. +49 731/39 89-139. export@beurer.de
www.beurer.com www.beurer-healthguide.com

759.208 · 08/19 Subject to errors and changes; smartphones, tablets and laptops are not included in delivery

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such
marks by Beurer GmbH is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a
service mark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.
Android is a trademark of Google LLC.

